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Vandals destroy
TRIO computer
By Ken Fish
Vandals broke into
Robinson House Sunday night
and destroyed over $4,000
worth of computer equipment.
Marsha , Johns, director of
the Educational Talent Search,
one of three programs in the
TRIO program operating out

of Robinson House, said she
discovered the wreckage when
she went into the kitchen,
located next to the computer

room.
"It was my turn to buy the
coffee ... When I saw it (the
.room), it took about five
seconds to register what had
happened," Johns said.
She estimated the damage to
the computer system alone
amounted to $4,000. ·
"And we don't carry any
insurance _911~this st_uff,:~ J_Qhns

VANDALISM, page 19

Women receiv,e
salary increase
Destroyed computer equipment. (Fr~nk Consentin·o photo)
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Fisk named vice
president
By Dan Landrigan
UN H President Gordon
Haaland announced Wednesday Dr. Lennard Fisk has been
appointed vice president for
research and financial affairs.
Fisk has held the interim
position of vice president for ·
financial affairs since the
resignation of former vice
president for financial affairs
Frank J. Bachich at the end of
the 1982-83 school year.
Haaland has reorganized the
position with Fisk's
appointment. adding the
responsibility of University
research to the office and
placing the departments .of
p u b I i c s a f et y , 'Pe rs o n n e I ,
printing services and mail
services under the control of
Registrar Stephanie Thomas,
who is now executive director
of administrative services.
The departments of facilities
services will continue to be
handled by the vice president's

office.
A search committee will
form sometime this fall to find
a vice president for academic
affairs, according to Muriel
Knecht, assistant to the
president.
· Raymond Erikson,. dean of

GORDON HAALAND

-INSIDE..-

the graduate school, interim
vice president for academic
affairs, is filling the position
following Haaland 's ascent
from that post into the
·presidency.
Haala-nd assumed the
· presidency when former UNH
President Evelyn Hand ler left
to take over as President of
Brandeis Univers~ty las! year.
According to Haaland, ~
search is m<,1ndated to fill t:1e
vice presidential post.
.
Knecht and Phyllis Bennett,
Director of the UNH News
Bureau, were recently named
presidential assistants. Knecht
will be assistant for University
.affairs. Bennett will be
·~esponsible for internal
matters.
. No search was needed for
Fisk, Thomas, Bennett, or
Knecht because they areretaini_n~. _their former
respons1b1ht1es as well as
assuming new jobs, according
to Haaland. .

By Michelle Evans
Women faculty will receive
$500 salary raises this year
following a 1983-84 study
which revealed an average
salary differential of $1800
between tenured male and
female faculty.
The raises are "across the
board," for all tenure-tracked
female faculty, $500 this year
and $500 next year, according
to Susan White, associate
professor of political science,
anq a consultant of President
Gordon Haaland's since the
salary st udies began.
'"We're very pleased that
President Haaland and the
Administration were able to
accomplish this," White said,
"but it is not sufficient to erase
the full differential."
The University has a pool of
money that Haaland plans to
devote to women's salaries for a
third year, according to White.
"I should point out that he
( H a a I a n d ) ha s mad e a
c~mmitment that this analysis
will be done every year," White
said. "That's important.Unless
youdoiteveryyear,youwon't
know how far you've come in
-

erasing the clifferen.ti;i~ .~
"It's- important that we did a
sophisticated analysis," White
said, referring to Haaland's
work, a committee of five
female faculty members
including White, and other
UNH faculty who did
methodological work.
Professor of English Jean
Kennard, Associate Professor
of Business Francine Hall, and
Associate Professor of Physical
Education Phyllis Hoff, were
also on the faculty committee
working with the administration.
The statistical analysis of
men's salary models and
women's actual salary turned
up a differential of, on the
average, $1800 per individual
salary.
"We think it's a very good
beginning," White said
speaking for the tenured femal~
faculty of UNH. "We meet as a
group, and as we have greater
job security, we can delve into
issues of greater sensitivity."

UNH looks for
England campus

The UN H men s tennis team
upset Rhode Island 5-4
Tuesday . See story, page 27.
Notices .................... page 6
Calendar .................. page 5
Editorial ................. page 14
Features ................. page 17
Sports ..................... page 28

By John Gold
The University of New
Hampshire may some day have
a London, England campus at
which students could get part
or all of their education.
Two UNH professors,
Robert Hapgood and John
Richardson spent two weeks in
England this summer studying
the feasibility ofa UNH branch
in London.
"It's a possibility, not much
more,"Gordon Haaland, UNH
president said .
According to Richardson,
however, London may be too
crowded for UNH .
"It's a question of whether it
is feasible to start an academic
branch unless conditions
change," Richardson said. "It's
not ea~·-~~ _!9_ca!e in _London

because it is filled with students
during the academic year."
Both Richardson and
· Hapgood have been involved
with the UNH, Cambridge
summer program since its
inception in 1978. Richardson
ran the program from 1978 to
1980. Hapgood has run the
program since then.
The program allows UNH
students to study a specialized
curriculum focusing on British
studies including literature,
culture, art and history at
Cambridge University.
The UNH program would
di~fer from this by offering a
wider range . of subjects,
according to Richardson.
"This .. would cut aGross

ENGLAND, page 20

A quiet fall afternoon in college woods. (File photo)
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UNH ·Outing Club celebrates its 70th birthday
By Edmund Mander
watched as past UNH president
The New Hamshire Outing Jere Chase and NH OC
Club (NHOC) celebrated its president Roger Chandler
70th birthday at a meeting held cerem()niously cut the first slice
in the Granite State Room of of a large birthday cake.
Chai,e, who served as a
the MUB Tuesday evening.
More _!_hal! _ 2QO~ stu~ents _ interi~~siden!_between July,

\When dreams don't
add up to. reality
By Chris Fauske
Tuesday was primary day.
Tuesday night was not a case of
liberals gaining across the
board, or conservatives doing
well, but of one individual-James Demers--living a life in a
few hours.
Imagine Jim Demers on
Tuesday night. He is young,
charismatic, and dynamic. He
has campaigned door to door
against everyone he has heard
of. No one knew who Jim
Demers was; those who saw
him said he looked too young.
In truth, he could pass for a
college student.
He never had a chance.
Everybody knew it;
everybody except Jim himself.
He kept walking, kept
knocking on doors, kept saying
"Hi, I'm Jim Demers running
for Congress." He shrugged
aside the rejections, and smiled
at the conversions.
He left his home town of
Dover to his opponent Dudly
and went to Manchester with
his mission. He spent five days
a week there; talking to anyone
and everyone who would listen.
On Tuesday September 11,
they said he would lose.
At 8:30 p.m. he was leading
by 30 percent. Jim Demers was
going to win. He was going to
be the winner of the primaries.
Young, charisma tic and
dynamic, yet slightly soiled by
his own vitriolic ads, Jim

Demeri, was going to be the
Democrat's choice to replace
Norm D'Amours. He was,
perhaps, going to Washington.
By 9:30 he was ready to
accept. Jim Oemers, who d1dn 't
have a hope in hell, had won.
Only, everyone had
forgotten about the small
towns with 30 and 40 votes to
give away. They were voting for
Dudley.
Not to worry, everyone said,
Demers' lead was enough.
Then, Portsmith, Durham and,
frighteningly, some of Dover
were lost. Jim Demers still
thought he was going to win.
He was the happiest man
alive.
Then, then the impossible
that had become possible, even
likely, suddenly ceased to be a
possiblity. ,There were too
many small towns.
He lost, like they said he
would, but he had lost by
barely 1,000 votes .
It hurt, it really hurt.Deep
down you never really believe
in dreams until you know for
certain they are coming true.
Until, then, you hope and pray~
but when, suddenly , your
prayers are answered, you start
to believe.
He had done so much. He
had worked so hard, had seen
so much offered in return. He
had been going to win.
It hurts like hell, you'd better
believe it, and politics have
nothing to do with that.

1979 and August, 1980 and
recently completed a long term
as a Uni..versitv Svstem Trustee.
and recalled his various experiences, both as a student
and as president with NHOC.
Chase graduated with the class
of 1936.
Chase spoke of an incident in
which one of the NHOCcabins
- was destroyed by fire. A group
of volunteers erected a new one
in three straight days of work.
A slide show, complete with
musiGal sound track, provided
a colorful illustrations · of the
broad range of activities
offered through the club
including canoeing, rock
climbine_. skiin2. woocis/ crnft
and cyclmg.
For most of its 70 years the
Nl1_QC __ ~s _ bee11 _ the_ si_ngk_

-NHOC
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Left to Right: Roger Chandler and Jere Cnase at NHOC
anniversary celebration. (Ed Mander photo)

NEIUS IN BRl·EF
. ROCHESTER -- More arrests are likely in ·
connection with the teenage prostitution ring in
Rochester. Five men have been arrested so far for
participating in the scheme which matched juvenile
prostitutes with clients. According to the Strafford
County District Attorney's Office, additional
charges may be tiled agamst those afreacty arrested,
as more information becomes available.

DURHAM - Four UNH parking lots were
temporarily closed today for restriping. Lots at
Hood House and the MUB as well as 0, H, and C
lots were closed and painting began at 5:30 ~Lm.

PORTSMOUTH - A fire in a 32-unit apartment
- building Wednesday night left one fire fighter
injured and 40 people homeless. The fire, at 21
Brewster St., was of suspicious origin according to
fire department representatives. The building
sustained minor fire damage and heavier smoke
and water damage when flames erupted from the
_adjacent garage.
The New Hampshire State Primary Elections
drew only 22 percent of the state's 488,970 eligible
voters according to unofficial figures. The 62,000
Republicans who voted represents the lowest GOP
turnout in 34 years while the Democrats, who sent
46,000 voters to the polls, have to go back to 1962 to
find a lower turnout. The unofficial election results
are:

GOVERNOR
Democrat
Chris Spirou-22,835
Paul McEachren-- 18,460 Robert Dupay-4,060
Republican
John Sununu-unopposed

CONGRESS
DISTRICT ONE

Democrat
Dudley Dudley-14,086
James Demers-12,910

CONGRESS
_DISTRICT TWO
Democrat
Larry Converse-5,913
Elliot Maggin-4,678
Carmen Chimento-3,580

R~publican
Judd Gredd-unopposed
Republican
Robert Smith-14,557
Larry Brady-8,928
Carton Eldridge-5,577
Bob Monier-4,245
Lucille Lagassa-1,392

SENATE

DISTRICT TWO
Norm D'Amours-unopposed
Gordon Humphrey-unopposed
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Registration gets tougher
By John Gold
Students who want to
register to vote in Durham this
year will have a harder time,
according' to Peter Dunfey,
Democratic Student Organization (DSO) member.
When students registered to
vote in the I 984 presidential
primary last February the
supervisors of the checklist in
Durham accepted a notarized
. copy of the student's UNH
application as proof of
citizenship.
This year they will not, Linda
Ekdahl, Durham town clerk
said.
' ... students will have to
produce a birth certificate or
passport or any other
satisfactory proof of

The UNH Windsurfing Club practices on Great
Bay .(Frank Consentino photo) _
-·
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citizenship (to register),'
Ekdahl said.
Two UNH students
ho:V_!~e~,_ a~q_rming a

committee to help students
register for the November
presidential election.
Dunfey and Ted Eynon,
President are enlisting for the
help of UNH students and The
New Hampshire Voter
Registration Coalition to get
students registered.
'It will be a bi-partisan
committee with students from
the DSO and the Young
Republicans,' Dunfey said .
Last year the DSO arranged
with the registrars office and
Durham Town officials to
allow students to use a portion
of their UNH application to
register to vote.
According to Ekdahl, last
year use of the UNH
application caused confusion

and we got a lot of arguments,'
Ekdahl said.
This year the DSO will not
be directly involved. 'The DSO
spent a lot of time on voter
registration,' Dunfey said. 'It
missed part of its main purpose
of promoting Democratic
ideas. The committee will allow
the DSO and the Young
Republicans to concentrate on
their own issues.
Although the committee will
help advise students from
surrounding towns, it will
concentrate on registering
Durham students,' Dunfey
said.
Dunfey said the committee
did not have any definite ideas,
but would be developing plans
over the weekend.
UNH

between

students living in Du1 ham

students

ancl

tow11

officials.
'Everyone glossed that (the
fact that only Durham students
can register in Durham) over

1983 was not a good year for the ~ranite ,
that had a charge for it above
"We're going to run some
the SAF and a lot of people kind of promotional," she said.
were wondering why they had "We may. have the books
to pay for it and how to order available for $3 when people
it," he said.
SOIO.
The book won first place in
Last year was the first year a the American International
fee was charged for the book Press Competition, second in
beyond the· students' regular the Columbia Scholastic Press
Student Activity Fee. The $6 Competition and it won a
additonal charge, used to offset design award from Taylor By Ken Fish
A computer specialist for
. publishing costs, was the Publishing for the first time in
reason the book didn't sell out, 30 years, Davis said. "It's a UNH Computer Services in
Kingsbury Hall has reported
the disappearance of $1700
worth of computer software to
UNH Public Safety last
Monday.
See related story, page 4.
The specialist first noticed
that the equipment was missing
in July.
"We were hoping it (the
according to 1985 editor Beth book everyone who was software) was misplaced," said
Orzechowski.
involved with it is very proud the computer specialist, who
"Obviously for the first time of."
did not want her name known.
you try something new we 'II
Orzechowski said she is not
Computer Security Manager
have books left over," she said. content to let the books sit Gerry McBride of UNH
Student Body President and indefinitely piled to the ceiling Computer Services said the
past Granite editor John Davis in the Granite office as they are computer software was noticed
agreed. "It was the first book now.
missing July 31.

By Julie Hanauer
Although the 1983 Granite
won several awards last year,
about 980 copies remain to be

sign up for the 1985 book. We
want to set up tables in the
MUB, in front of dining halls
and at homecoming."

who wish to register to vote
in Durham should bring
proof of age and citizenship
to the Town Clerk Linda
Ekdahl between 8 and 5
Monday through Friday.
'Students must be livi_ng in
Durham to register here,'
Ekdahl said, 'And once they
they register here, they cannot
vote in their own home town
elections. Someone who wants
to vote for their own selectmen
cannot vote here'.

Software reported stolen

Sexist language prohibited
By Sara Anderson
the Women's Commission.
University publications will
This will effect course titles
soon be free of sexist language using the term man as a generic
including the use of the word term.
"man" as a generic reference to
"Animals, Foods, and Man"
mankind.
most likely will be called
Within the next year the · "An i ma Is, Foods, and
Women's Commission plans to Humans" Leerer said. The
institute the "Policy on Non- course ''Chemistry, Man, and
Sexist Language" which was Society" will be shortened to
enacted by the UNH Academic just "C~emistry and Society."

McBride said the computer
specialist who told him thought
she might have allowed
someone to borrow the·
software.
The missing software
consisted of five Conte! Tools
computer. floppy discs and two
manual notebooks which
explain how to run the
program, McBride said.
McBride explained that the
discs could only be used on a
Digital Equipment Corporation Rainbow computer.
"(The software) is licensed by
the corporation for use by
us ... It's like losing a car the car
dealer leased to you, so we're
resnon'-ihle for iL" he s~irl

Computer Services has a
number or copies of the
program still available,
McBride said, and that each
one has a serial number
identification.
McBride informed Public
Safety this past Monday when
it seemed the software was
"more than missing," he said.
Major Roger Beaudoin of
UNH Public Safety said "we're
checking around (for the
software) ... , but there's a
possibility that it's been
borrowed; it's happened
before."
Beaudoin explained that
COMPUTER, page 24
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sexism in all official University
publications. This will affect all
University organizations
including fraternities and
sororities. Publications
affected by the policy include
the Caboodle and the
undergraduate catologues.
Brochures explaining the
new.policy will be distributed in
late fall.

"Animals Foods and Man most likely will be called
'Animals, Foods, and Humans'... Chemistry, Man
and Society will be shortened to just 'Chemistry and
Society."'
Senate in July.
The Women's Commission
The policy seeks to eliminate plans to screen students and
sexist language from all official classrooms by polls for possible
university communications oral sexist comments she said.
and published material, both
The policy states UNH
written and- oral according to encourages the use of language
Cindy Leerer, coordinator of and illustrations suonorting

Suspected violations of the
new policy will be handled by
the -Women's Commission,
Leerer sairt .

Waterfall in college woods. (Frank Consentino photo)
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WOODWARD LUMBER
Barn Boards
2 Byes
Timbers
Slabs for firewood
Shelving/Bar-tops
RT 155A & RT 4
Durham

Open Saturdays
868- 7419

Yearbook to arrive late again
By Julie Hanauer
The 1984 Granite, UNH's
yearbook, will be about a
month late this year due to
summer production problems,
according to Student Body
President John Davis.
Davis, who edited the 1982
and 1983 editions of the
Granite said staff shortages and
job obligations during
compilation of spring events
pr~vented 1984 Editor Ju_dy

White from meeting her mid- she said . ."We're ahead of
June deadline. Because some of schedule on the 1985 book."
Lateness is nothing new for
the -material didn't reach the
publisher until this summer, the UNH yearbook. The 1979
the 1984 yearbook won't be edition didn't reach students
distributed to students until until 1981 and the 1981 book
was I½ years behind schedule.
mid-December, Davis said .
Students can order their·
However, the 1985 yearbook
is ahead of schedule according 1985 Granites at the Granite
to Beth Orzechowski, this office for a $5 fee. It is free to
seniors and will be mailed to
year's editor.
••we have a really good staff them after graduation.
this year and it's organized,"

New Creation Fellowship
Assembly of God
We invile YOU lo worship logclher wilh us . .
0undays 10:30 a.m.
al Oysler River Elcmenlary 0chool in Durham.

Bible c§)tudy • Prayer and Praise• fellowship
We believe lhal lhe church is a caring communily of
people. We are people whose lives have been
changed by lhe message of Cod's love. expressed
lhrough Jesus Christ who is our 0avior. Lord. Healer.
and Provider.
For more information contact:
. Rev. Michael Chase, Pastor and UNH Chaplain
659-6160

The Granite. (Frarik Consentino photo)

invites

all interested women to:

Sept. 16th
~ MURKLAND
6pm-10pm
RM llO
$4.00 Registration Fee
to be· paid at th~ door.

l·

Center seeks new members
By Jed Evans
The faculty center is more
than just a place to dine, says
Roy Alonzo, prograrn
committee chairman of the
UNH Faculty Club.
This year the Faculty Club
has planned a wide variety of
events for its members in hopes
of boosting the club's
membership.
"The more members we
have, the more they can look
forward to a wider selection of
events to attend," said AlonZ<).
''We're very fortunate to have
the center on campus and
everyone should take
advantage of it."
In the past, the faculty center
has merely been a place for .
UNH faculty to eat lunch, but·
this year club members can
take advantage of new events
and benefits.
On September 22, a post-

football "get together" has been
planned following the BU UNH game.
If sports isn't your game, a
bus trip to Newport, Rhode
Island to visit the mansions has
been scheduled for October 27.
For those with a love for the
arts, a pre-theatre buffet before
the play "Working" has been
planned for October 8th.
"We want a greater ·
utilization of the center for
purposes other than luncheons,
but the majority of our events
will still revolve around the
faculty center," said Alonzo.
"Through the faculty club, we
hope our members will feel
more a part of the University
and more aware of activities
going on around campus," said
Alonzo.
In the future, the club hopes
co have breakfa~t chat!:) with
UNH coaches and athletes, a

trip to the Boston Symphony
Orchestra and possibly a dance.
In the meantime, club members
can enjoy •• the elegant but
unpretentious atmosphere" of
the faculty center dining room
and innovative cuisine
prepared by the new chef,
Carol Houghtaling, said
Alonzo.
Through the club, members
can also attend 70 other faculty
clubs throughout the . United
States.
The faculty club membership
is open to UN H faculty and
professional and technical staff
but students also benefit from
the facility. It serves a~ an
educational laboratory for
culinary arts, food service
management and hotel
administration students.
The center is also available
fo r private fu11uiuu!:).
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FRIDAY, September 14
Last day to drop courses without $ IO late drop fee .
PLANT SALE: Carroll-Belknap Room, MUB, 9 a.m .-5 p.m.
NH International Seminar: "Canadian-U.S. Relations After the
1984 Elections," Charles Doran, Director, Canadian Studies
Program, Johns Hopkins University. Elliott Alumni Center, 4 p.m.

ELLIOTT FESTIVAL: Jennifer Muller & The Works. Jennifer
Muller and her dancers perform with exceptional technical skill and
bounding energy. Johnson / Theater, Paul arts, 8 p.m.

SATURDAY, September 15
CROSS COUNTRY: Women vs. Holy Cross, Cowell Stadium,
noon.
SOCCER: Women vs. Keene State, Death Valley Field, I p.m.
FIELD HOCKEY: Women vs. Purdue, Memorial Field, I p.m.

SUNDAY, September 16 ,
SOCCER: Men vs . Boston College, Brackett Field, 2 p.m.
ELLIOTT FESTIVAL: Sine Nomine Singers. The chorus and
orchestra under conductor Harry Saltzman will perform Hercules.
Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, 2 p.m.

Out of state students sought
By Margaret Consaivi
Approximately 35-38
percent of the 1984 freshman
class are out-of-state students,
according to Stan Fish, UNH
Director of Admissions.
Students are sought from New
England states and as far south
as Florida and as far west as
Michigan and Missouri.
"Students in NH colleges are
an economic asset to the state,"
Art Grant Secretary to the
University system of NH said.
More than $75 million was
brought into the states'
economy last year by out-ofstate students attending UNH,
he added.
Also out-of-state students

·CALENDAR

The bill, originally calling for
$ I00,000 to be available was
reduced to $1. UNH, however,
matched the $1. According to
Stan Fish, UNH director of
admissions, the $1 was
matched to show an "appreciation of good faith and to
recognize ano support tne spmt
of the thing."
The $2 was added to present
funding and 2,000 names were
acquired from the college
board student search program
for possible recruitment.
According to Fish, the
student's program of study is
closely looked at. Admissions

intellectually, and athleticaily
to the life of the University,"
Fish commented.
Out-of-state students are
"very, very important" to
UNH, according to UNH
President Gordon Haaland.
Last year a bill proposed by
senator Leo Lessard ( D-Dover)
was approved by the state
legislature to aid in the
recruitment of new students.
The bill stated that any
institution of higher education
in NH which contributed
matching funds could receive
state funding providing it spent
the combined funds to recruit
out-of-state students.
_RECRUIT, page 10-

MUSO Film: "Star 80," Strafford Room, MUB, 7 & 9:30 p.m. $1

MONDAY, September 17
ART PRINT SALE: East / West Lounge, MUB, 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
DURHAM RED CROSS BLOOD DRIVE: "Join the Red Cross
Family Tree," Granite State Room, MUB, IO a.m.-3 p.m.
jAZZ SERIES: Rent Party Revellers, Strafford Room , ~UB, 8
p.m. General, $3.50; Students, $2.50.
Last day for graduate students to withdraw and qualify for 3/ 4
tuition refund.

TUESDAY, September 18
ART PRINT SALE: East / West Lounge, MUB, 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
DURHAM RED CROSS BLOOD DRIVE: "Join the Red Cross
Family Tree," Granite State Room, MUB, 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
SOCCER: Women vs. Boston College, Death Valley Field, 3:30
p.m.
ELLIOTT FESTIVAL: Jack Beal, Strafford Room, MUB, 8 p.m.

vote NO to war. ..
Build Peace and Justice in '84
FREEZE NUCLEAR WEAPONS AND REVERSE
THE ARMS RRCE
STOP U.S. l\'llLITl\RY 1N'I'ERVENTION
IN CENTRAL Al'vi.EP.J'.CA. THE :vnDDLE EAST
AND IN ALL .T HIRD WORLD com."TRIES
CREATE JOBS AND FUl\iu HUl\1AN NEEDS:
SUPPORT SOCIAL 1YND ECONOl\lIIC JUSTICE

New England-wide
MARCH and RALLY
MABCH: 1:00 p.m. (assemble 12:~) _ _ -,
_ . "'
from Copley Square. wa ~~n ror:~ t- a!1t.. BlaCKS!-ne Pane
RALLY:

2:00 p.m. Boston Common (&t Charies Street)
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ATHLETIC AND RECREATION
INTRAMURAL OFFICIALS NEEDED: The
Department of Recreational Sports has paid
positions _o pen for intramural officials for soccer,
football and innertube waterpolo. No previous
experience necessary. For more information, call
Scott Burrill or Chris Dowdell, 862-2031, Room
151, Field House.

ALL NIGHTER COMMUTERS MEETING:
The Department of Recreational Sports will hold a
meeting for commuters interested in participating
on a team for the UNH All Nighter. Thursday,
_ September 20, Senate Room, Memorial Union,
noon. Sign up at Commuter/Transfer Center or
Recreational Sports Office if unable to attend. Call
862-2031 for more information.
YOUTH GYMNASTICS PROGRAM:
Sponsored by Department of Recreational Soorts.
Eight Sunday afternoons beginning September 30.
Register, September 17-21 , Room 151, Field
House, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. For more information call
862-2031.

YOUTH GYMNASTICS INSTRUCTORS
NEEDED: The Department of Recreational
Sports is hiring qualified instructors for its Youth
Gymnastics Program which begins September 30
and runs 8 consecutive Sunday afternoons. A
~rogram Coordinator is also needed. Call Scott
Burrill at 862-2031.
INTRAMURAL UL TI MATE FRISBEE
TOURNAMENT ROSTERS DUE: Team rosters
due Monday, September 17, Room 151, Field
House. Mandatory captain's meeting, Thursday,
September 20, Carroll/ Belknap Room, Memorial
Union, 4:30 p.m. Call 862-2031 for more
information.
SAILING INSTRUCTION: Department of
Recreational Sports offers sailing instruction at
Mendum's Pond, September 17 to October 20,
Tuesdays and Thursdays, 3:30 to 6 p.m.,
Saturdays, I to 4 p.m. Fee is $30. Register up till
Friday, September 14 at 4:30 p.m., Room 151,
Field House. Call 862-2031 for more information.

FORESTRY CLUB/NH STUDENT SAF
CHAPTER MEETING: Foresters, wildlifers,
anyone intereted, come with your ideas for
activities to get the year going. Wednesday,
September 19, Room 211, James, 7 p.m.

NH Printworks
HEALTH
STRESS MANAGEMENT SERIES: Sponsored
by Health Services. Learn to identify the stressors
in your life, recognize signs and symptoms of
stress, and learn useful management techniques for
handling stress. Mondays, September 24, October
l and October 8, Conference Room, Health
Services, 2 to 4 p.m.

Hats, totes, 9olf shirts, sweatshirt
Businesses, clubs , organizations
Many styles available
No order too small
Long sleeve T-shirts
with sleeve printing

431-8319

31 31 Layfayette Road
Portsmouth, NH 03824

·,

COMPUTER SERVICES
Non- credit c our:,c:, fo1 d. 110111.ind.l fee a1e lbtcll

below. Registration is required. Call 862-3527 or
stop by Room 2E, Stoke Cluster. Additional $5
charge for non-USNH personnel. All courses are
held in Stoke Cluster unless otherwise indicated.
WORDST AR TOPICS: These seminars provide
opportunity for regular WordStar users to share
information and techniques. Each session features
guest speakers sharing various "tricks of the
trade." Prerequisite: Introduction to Word Star or
, equivalent experience. Wednesday, September 19,
from 2 to 4 p.m. ·

GENERAL
UNH FOOD COOPERATIVE OPENING
MEETING: Sponsored by Great Bay Food
Cooperative. Come find out, about the student
food coop, a way to get quality whole foods and
products at reasonable_ prices. Membership open
to all, students, faculty staff and public. Monday,
September 17, Belknap Room, Memorial Union, 5
p.m.

COALITlON FOR DISARMAMENT AND
PEACE TALK: Talk by Jack Manno on the U.S.
military program in space, 1945-1995. Manno is a
journalist and author of a recent book, "Arming
the Heavens," dealing with the '"Star Wars"
program planned by the Reagan administration.
Monday, September 17, Room LIOl, Parsons, 8
p.m. Free and open to public.

CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS
WINDSURFER CLUB: Beginners welcome,
les.sons, join the club. Sign up in Room 151, Field
House. Sail Saturday, September 15, Mendums.
Meet at the MUB, 10 a.m. Call 862-2031,
Department of Recreational Sports or Betsy at
868-2108. Must have swim test, pay dues.

ANIMAL AND NUTRITIONAL SCIENCE
DEPARTMENT STUDENT PICNIC:
Wednesday, September 19, Softball field east of
varsity soccer field, 5 p.m. In case of rain, held in
St. Thomas More Student Activity Center, 6
Madbury Road, Du:-ham.

UNH JAPANESE CLUB ORGANIZATIONAL
MEETING: New members welcoJJle. Proposals
for upcoming events, proposed trip to Boston to .
Japanese restaurants, and discussing food and
educational supplies. Tuesday, September 18,
Smith Hall, 8 p.m.

NUTRITIONAL ASSESSMENT AND
COUNSELING SERVICE: Sponsored by
Hum_a~ nutrition center. Provides a complete
nutritional assessment of dietary habits .
Counseling provided for nutritional needs and
problems to maintain health and fitness. For
additional information call 862-1704.

Want to meet people and save Money ... !

Join a carpool now!

\

CONT ACT LENS
SPECIALISTS

-Largest selection of contact lens in area
-Same day service on most soft lenses
-Eye examinations
-In office lab for complete optical service
-Large selection of frames

CIC

EB

ors. Allie I menard
Optometrists
•76 Central Avt .. Dover, NH
742-5719
Dover Hours: Mon .. Thurs., Fri. 9-5
Tuts . 9-6 Weds. & Sat. 9-12

Jenkins Court. Durham. NH
861-1012
Durham Hours :
Mon .. Tues .. Thvrs .. Fri. 9-5

ANNUAL END OF SUMMER
CLEA·RANCE SALE
Now Thru Sept. 22

Outdoor clothing
Tents
Sleeping hags
Packs
Footwear

NEW LOCATION
Come see our new store
in the Mill Road Plaza.
We're at the opposite· end from "Burger
King", next to "Off Price Outlet".

Stop by or call the commuter/transfer center, MUB Rm.136 862-3612
.. register. A list of potential riders and drivers is available.

Sharing a ride can be fun.

DERNESS
TRAILS
Mill Road Plaza, Durham, NH 03824

( 603.) 868-5584

Hours: Mon-Thur. 9-5:30, Fri 9-9, Sat 9-5

'fake a Sreak from the Sooks

There's a new breed
of Greeks in town.
Come meet them at PKT's

9"JUS 9"jiniC8ourses
Aerobics I (a six-week course)
Healthtone Aerobics
(a twelve-week course)
Astronomy
Auto Repair
Ballroom Dancing
Basketry
Blues Harmonica
Basic Clowning
Cooking Right Along
Dancerclse
Beginning Guitar
Jogging for the Beginner
Hands for Health (Massage)
Meditation
Basic Mime

~~~

Quilting
Sign Language
Tai Chi Chuan
Yoga
Registration
Dates:

Monday, Tuesday, & Wednesday
September 17, 18, & 19

Time:

9 a.m.-12 noon & 1 p.m.-4 p.m.

Place:

Student Activities
Programming Office
Room 126
Memorial Union (MUS)

Phone:

862-1001

Fee:

Due at Registration

Tues. Sept. 18
10-12
At Alpha Chi Sorority

RENT•A•FRIGE ~~

'-.~~~'I If you pre-paid over the summer, put down a deposit at our truck or just want a refrigerator this is your ·~ ~
..,,,•

~~

last chance.
Distribution: Monday, September 17, 1984
t

)

, •

·

~

d ;t :u~ -_t l! !J ~ tl i1 1
;:t J~

~J ' "

·'

!j .;J j

Christensen 1:00-2:30
Quad 2:45-4:15
Stoke 4:30-6:00
*Bring checks payable to CPI
**We will not be delivering Friday as planned ONLY Monday.
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Do You Need Finanl'ial Aid?

Authors read poetry for peace
By M.C.H. MacLeod
Four New Hampshire poets
opposed to the nuclear arms
build-up read "for a world a~d
a future" last Monday m
· Portsmouth.
The four local poets shared a
selection of poems with an
audience of more than 60
people gathered at Cafe
Petronella.

favor a mutually-verifiable
nuclear freeze. He added, "'this
is a crucial year, that 70% must
be reflected (in Congress)
before we reach the point of no
return."
·

she . responded quietly, "I feel
strongly that if we want to have
a world, we have to work for a
freeze."

Read The New
Hampshire

When poet Maxine Kumm
was asked what motivated her
to 2~uticipate in the reading.

Scholarships, grants and loans are available. Don't
miss out on aid that could save you thousands of
dollars on your education. Free details, no obligation:
Services SD, 5120 Ed. Montpetit, Ste. 9,. Montreal,
Quebec Canada H3W 1 R2.

This unique
college campus
is limited to only
500 students ...

The poetry reading, a benefit
for New Hampshire Freeze
Voter, was hosted by Marie
Harris, and included reading!.

by Donald Hall of Danbury;
Jean Pedrick of Brentwood;
Jim Kates of Jaffrey and
Maxine Kumin, a winner of the

... maybe
you'll be one!

Pulitzer Prize in Poetry, from
Warner.
For the poets, this benefit
reading was their way of
showing their belief in and
support for a nuclear freeze, _as
. well as the New Hampshire
Freeze Voter.

NOTHING CAN STOP
THE U.S.

Ehrenberg said over 70
percent of the American people
New Hampshire Freeze
Voter is a "political action
committee formed to work to
elect candidates who support a
US/ USSR nuclear freeze,"
according to Kurt Ehrenberg,
the Freeze Voter's sta_te
coordinator.

MALES

Study arou'id the world, visiting Japan, Korea, Taiwan,
Hong Kong, Sri Lanka, India, Egypt, Turkey, Greece and
Spain.
Choose from 60 voyage-related courses to earn 12-15
transferable hours of credit from the University of Pittsburgh.
Develop an awareness of our relationship with other
countries and a first-hand understanding of world issues .
Semester at Sea admits students without regard to color,
race or creed.

LADIES!!!
IT MAY BE FALL

For details, write or call~

BUT YOUR TEMPERATURE WILL RISE
NEXT TUESDAY AT

,r1u1,777
777 SOUTH WILLOW STREE1
MANCHESTER
NEXT TO BRADLEES

September 18 Tuesday
'

Call for reservations, 627-7773
doors open at 9pm

Shown here are only the second string.
YOUHAVETOSHOWUPT
... ,,.,.,.... "T'.,-,...

SEMESTER AT SEA

(800) 854-0195
toU-free

Institute for Shipboard Education
University of Pittsburgh
2E Forbes Quadrangle• Pittsburgh, PA 15260

111

Acacia Fraternity
Monday Sept. 17 .
OPEN
We-d nesday Sept. 19
8:00-10:00
p.m.
RUSH
Refreshments
will be served

Board of Governors
.
-Homecoming competition winners
two consecutive years

COME FIND OUT MORE ...

-I
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COOL-AID
6 p.m. -

midnite

~~someone to -Talk to''

Join us at 0entinel Camp,
Toftonboro, N.H., 0ept. 21--23

'Qetreat Theme . "ChricBUan DicBciplecBhip"

862~2293

The weekend will include:
fun-hiking. swimming. games
worship and music
workshops on peer ministry
videos: "Confessing Lhc
Co~pel in lhe University"

anywhere in New Hampshire
800-582-7341

Cost: -$25.00 (including meals)
*scholarship he!p available.
Transporlalion provided.
Leaving Wolff House al 6:00 p.m.
0epl 21

or ~~Drop-In"

Con Lael:·Campus Ministry Office
Wolff House 2-1165 by
noon on Friday. 0epl 20.

Basement Schofield House

H'o pc \,joilll cott1c alottg!

MAGNLJS
EXHIBITION AND SALE

ot

FINE ART REPRODUCTIONS

NEW THIS YEAR:
• PHOTOGRAPHS
• NOTECARDS
• EXHIBITION POSTERS

Date:
Time:
Place:

Sept. 17-19
10 a.m.-5p.m.

East-West Lounqe
Memorial Union Building

FEATURING: Old Masters,
Impressionism, Surrealism,
Van Gogh, Picasso, Escher,
19th-20th Century Amer- .
19th-20th Century American, E.S. Curtis, Norman
Rockwell, Oriental Art and
Museum Posters from the
Metropolitan, Walker, Guggenheim, National Gallery
and more.

· MOST LARGE PRINTS

$4 each or 3 for .$10
MOST SMALL PRINTS

$2 each or 3 for $5

OVER 200
DIFFERENT
IMAGES

-

- • I

TH£ PROTESTANT
STVD£NT GATH£R1NG
1NV1T£S VOV TO TH£1R
f All GET -AWAV .~,:~: ,-- .;~-

,-,

~.,

.

.,.
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----------------RECRUIT----------------<continued from page 5)

staff look for at least three a foreign language, an-d strong applicant. Mainly students
years of lab science, four years Scholastic Aptitude Tests ranked in the top fifth of their
of math_!_!~ree or more years oJ___results in an out-.9f-state _ graduating class are consider-

Brunch at the new England center...
now better thail euer! Here's
-our menu tor sundau, seotember 1e
...onlu $8.95!

ed, Fish said.
to meet with the admissions
Students are then invited to staff.
apply to UNH_and encouraged __ "Either the students visit
UN H or admissions, in their
travels to approximately 630
high schools, visits them," Fish
said.
In order to expand
recruitment procedures,
Senator Lessard will try to
improve funding for the bill in
January 1985 with money from
the state budget.

Chcdd[lr Chc,wdcr

--MUB---

Chilled Fruit. (~oup

6EAFOOD PIE
8CHQOD AU CQA TIN. "lemon bulter
R0/\6T PORK. apple-celery stufnn8
OY6TEQ HONEY CHICKEN
CHICKEN AND MU6HQOOM ECCQOLL0
QI880LE POTATOE8
FQE8H MIXED VECETA5LE8
0LICED HAM
AQTICHOKE AND MU0HQOOM 8ALAD
8 TUFFED DEVILED ECC8
FQUlT FE8TIVAL 8/\LAD
Plus ...
Your choice or our 5akci:·s fresh-from-t.hc-ovcn desserts ...

Brunch Is served eueru sundau from 11 :oo Am to 2:00 Pm. come soon with famnu and friends!
PLEASE CALL TODAY FOR RESERVATIONS... (603) 862-2815

the

new eft91Gnd,cenlet
re,tcuClftl
Jtralford avenue, dutham, n.h. (M~)-~·-IS

GO FOR THE GOLD!

fruit are now offered in addition to
UN H paraphernalia, posters .
newspapers and gifts.
Have you seen the new Indian
Head Automatic teller machine on
the first floor of the MU B? In
addition to normal transactions,
work-study students who are
customers of Indian Head will
soon be able to pick up their
paychecks and immediately cash
them in the MUB.
The East-West lounge on the
MUB's upper level will soon be
undergoing complete renovation.
New furniture, carpeting and study
tables will create a relaxing,
comfortable area for students to
meet together or study.
Finally, handicapped services
has been moved to the MU B, now
closer to all the other activities the
building has to offer.
So, for movies and television,
concerts and dancing, student
activities, commuter information
and even ice-cream, come to the
MUB. Remember, it's there for
you!
Betsy Ross
MUB Board of Governors
Public Relations

Pi Kap_pa Alpha

Doan Rush

COACHING AVAILABLE IN:
-Note taking
-Exam preparation
-Time management
-Reading strategies
-Organizing course material
Get your study skills in shape
at the

TRAINING IN ACADEMIC
SKILLS
(TASK) CENTER
Still located 1n Stoke 35D
open 8-4:30
862-3698

Monday, Sept. 17, 8·- 10
Wed. Sept. 19, 8--1 0
5 Strafford Ave.

''Meet the Pike
Challenge"
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NEWMEMBERS
MEETING

::

.I

Speakeasy

·

111

•••

~~ j;J llwr~day (all nisht)

Wednesday
Sept. 19

l

II

f rida v

~i

I

Ladic ~ NiLc. No Cover for Ladies

0al utday
~j (~ l 1 lll(' I hins is always happenins
~ at opeakeasy.

Il..l
:::

::

0unday

(6

Wednesday

iui ..
11 <~ r_... ,t' '1
LQ

i
Always a Dress Code

jj

Positive ID's required i~~

TELEVISION
Oil

Qoutt3t1:iirtsrnouth

Room 110

:-:

:::

No where else can you get the
television experience that STVN can offer
you free

Organizational
:-M eeting

Wed. Se pt 19 7 :00
Grafton Room

J

~o"E CA~:~-,

,so~~

~

~::'.-,.:,~(,

~~~-~-7#

~~

Training sessions u;ill be held
Sunday Sept 23rd 12-5 prri
Wednesday Sept 26th·
in the Devine lounge
T

••

.,.,..

:aY

_.__

_.,..,. •

~ •

r<
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A_.

~"'
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~~:

MUB
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MUSO
PHOTO SCHOOL
AND DARKROOMS

Semester at Sea
THE
WORLD
IS YOUR
CAMPUS

Welcomes the freshman class and
returning students back to UNH and
reminds eve.ryone that classes will
begin October 8 in Basic and advanceq
photography. Darkrooms are available
for use.

TWO AROUND-THE
WORLD SAILINGS
EACH VEAR

oeoarts In Februaru from Fort Lauderd_ate
and In seotember from seame with stoos in
Jaoan. Korea. tanuan. Hong Hong, Sri Lanka,
ln~Ja. Euuot. _turkeu. Greece. and soaln.

REGISTRATION

Sponsored by the University of Pittsburgh, Semester
at ·sea offers students an academic program of the
highest standards with related in-port experiences. This
full semester is available to qualified students from all
accredited colleges and universities.
With faculty drawn from the University of Pittsburgh
and other leading universities and augmented by guest
experts, more than 60 university courses are offered.
Optional tours, including special tours into the People's Republic of China, are available.
The S.S. UNIVERSE is a fully air-conditioned,
18,000 ton ship, registered in Liberia and built in
America. Semester at Sea admits students without
regard to color, race or creed.

-Begins Sept. 17th-Oct. 5
-$35.00 Photoschool (includes
darkroom use)
-$25.00 Darkroom
-Register in the MUSO office
room 148 of the MUB .

FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL 862-1485
ASK FOR DON EV A .
OR TOMASEN MADDEN
DON'T W-A IT - SIGN UP NOW!

Reoresentatlues 111111 be In the mue ·
sent. 11, 20 1 21 10 am - 2 om
Sllde sho111 oresentatlon 111111 be sent. 19th 7-8:30 om
· Christensen nia1n-1ounge
sent. 2mh 7-8:30 om stoke main lounge

1· - -· · · · · ······ ~- · · · · •-- • ·-· · ·· · · · · · · · · ···· · · · · · ·: I
:l!I\~l
WI\\

illlll!!

VOLUNTEER POSITIONS
•
(1984-'85) Academic Year)

!1

111:1

The legend began _
sixty-/our years ago•••

Ill
illl!ll

UNIVERSITY JUDICIAL BOARD
UNIVERSITY APPEALS BOARD
RESIDENTIAL JUDICIAL BOARD
JUDICIAL ADVISOR ·

I.

applications:

I

can_be picked up at the
Dean of Students Office

contact:
Laurie Krooss/David Burr ~· ,
·
Dean of Students Office

.

Sigma
Beta

_

l. ~ /

862-2050

I

f~ ·

,·

For Additi_o nal Information

Live the Legend! ·
C

•
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OPEN RUSH
26 Madbury ~d.
Mon., Sept. 17th and
Wed., Sept. 19~h
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GET INVOLVED
GAIN VALUABLE
EXPERIENCE
The New Hampshire Advertising Office is looking
for an ambitious and dynamic individual to fill the
position of Advertising Associate. No experience
necessary. Applicatt·ons available in roorr1 108 of

the MUB. ·
Deadline is Tuesday September 18th

Students. Work Smart.
Work Simply...With Hewlett-Packard.
Convince him to join you in the kind
of sensible, regular exercise program
that can help prevent heart disease.
And contact the American Heart
Association for more information on
healthy habits worth.encouraging in
those you love.

Take a good look at your class scheaule.
If you're in Science or Engineering, chances
are your classes include Calculus, Physics, or
Chemistry. Engineering Statics, or Dynamics.
You're running up against some tough calcula- ·
tions, with statistics problems, hyperbolics, and
logs. The HP-11 C calculator helps you breeze
through those problepls with a few simple
keystrokes.
Need to simplify problems that are even more
complex? The HP-41CV gives you 128 built-in
functions-and the HP-41 CX over 200-to simplify your long homework .assignments. Use up to
6,437 bytes of memory to save the programs
and formulas you use often. And there are thousands of software programs, so you don't have
to start from scratch next term.

If you're in Business or Finance, you're probably taking Accounting, Statistical Methods,
Finance, and Investment Analysis. Classes
loaded with tedious calculations. End the penciland-paper drudgery with the HP-12C. The most
powerful decision-maker on the market! Dedicated keys make time value of money
calculations, amortization, Net Present Value
(NPV), Internal Rate of Return (IRR}, and statistics solutions as simple as a single keystroke. And
it,'s easy to change values or correct mistakes
without reentering your entire problem.
Hewlett-Packard calculators. They help you
work smart this term. And next term. And even
later on the job. Get your HP today from your
local HP dealer.

For the location of the dealer nearest you, call TOLL FREE 1-800-FOR-HPPC.

F/,p9

HEWLETT

a:~ PACKARD
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Editorial
Symbolism and the grocery hill
Recently the University has taken a stand
against the use of sexist language in all its
official communications. But this is only one
pos1t1ve step in reducing all forms of
predjudice that exist here.
There are, however, several problems with
the policy statement. The policy pertains to the
spoken word as well as the written. How will
such a policy be enforced, even by the "'
approp1iale supervbio1y pen,unntl''? ll

WUlth.l

seem that the University will have to rely on
voluntary compliance for this section of the
policy. If nol, will there be a group of
administrative personnel who monitor classes,
speeches and conversation? Does the
University have the right or power to enforce

upon its officials· what they will say? To a
certain degree they must, but to draw such a
broad policy statement leads one to wonder at
what point the line will be drawn when the
·
subject of enforcement is considered.
Leaving aside the fact that such a policy
statement should not be needed the
administration obvibusly dee~s it
necessar~ and ha.s ta.ken wllaL it considers the
appropriate steps toward implementing it.
1

While the symbolism of this measure is
significant it is important to remember that it is
basically only symbolism, and there are more
concrete problems to be addressed. Equitable

pay, better day care and a safer community are
among the most important.
Some movement is beginning made on the
issue of pay but there are still many
improvements that need to be made. The issue
of women's rights must be monitored in order
to prevent regression and it along with
minority rights are two of the most pressing
issues facing not only our University
l:v111111unily buL the nation as well.
The present political mood does not favor the
advancement of these issues and so this
symbolic gesture takes on a very imprtant if
only subtle role.As a society we must insure the
sucess of equal rights hecause symbolism won't
go far in the grocery market.

Letters
Policy
To the Editor:
This letter is in· reference to
sexist language and ifs relation to
specific course titles at UNH.
Course titles such as Animals,

Foods and Man, Man, Nature and
. Disease, and Man and His
. Environment are sexist to me. The
sexism in these course titles
probably seems unworthy of
attention to most men because
they are male, and this language is
therefore not offensive to THEM.
I recall reading a letter (in
Foster's Daily) on April 18th,
1984, by a man who insisted that
no one thinks "mankind" (in any
context whatever) means 'a
collection of males'. If this is true,
then I am quite certain that this
man, and the general public, will
have no objections to substituting
the word "womankind" instead.
Surely on one will think that
"womankind" (in any context.
whatever) means a collection of
females!
My Merriam-Webster Dictionary gives six definitions of the
word "man". As you will note,
FOUR of these six definitions refer
to males, not to 'people'.
MAN: I) A human being,
ESPECIALLY AN ADULT
MALE.
2) Mankind.
A) The human race.
B) MEN, AS DISTINGUISHED FROM WOMEN.
3) ONE POSSESSING A HIGH
DEGREE OF THE QUALITIES
CONSIDERED DISTINCTIVE
OF MANHOOD; Also: HUSBAND.
4) AN ADULT MALE servant or
employee.
5) One of the pieces with which
various games (as chess) are
played.
6) White society or people.
How naive it is to assume that
language has no effect on shaping
people's perception of the world!
Of course language molds minds!
· And, it powerfully conditions our
thinking. Think of the frightening
ways in which- our language
proceeds to shape people's
attitudes ..... for example, with the
word "she" which is (as stated in
Storm's Englishe Philologie, 1896)

used "not only in the well-known
personification of ships and boats,
BUT WITH REFERENCE TO
HOLLOW THINGS AND
RECEPTACLES GENERALt Y." In our language, this is all
that the feminine pronoun is worth
being used for: female persons and
"hollow receptacles". On the other
hand, the use of "man" to represent
the entire human species serves to
strengthen the incorrect
conception that the species is male,
or at least that the male is more
representative than the female.
This issue is political, and not
simply a matter of style. What
many persons consider insignificant may be another step in the
direction of women's liberation.
Take, for example, the issue of
women's social titles. It was only in
1972 that the American Heritage
School Dictionary was the first
dictionary to use the word "Ms.".
This word was essential as a form
of address, for women who wished
to be recognized as individuals,
and ·not labled according to their
relationship with a man. The
previously existing titles, "Miss",
and "Mrs." served to advertise
woman's married or unmarried
state, while men's title of "Mr."
allowed men's marital status to
remain a private matter.

Men's opposition to the use of
the word "Ms." was (and still
continues to be) intense and
emotional. Common complaints
include: "It's sillv", "It's too
trivial", .. It's too hard to
pronounce", "It's ugly sounding",
and also, "It will ruin the English
language." These excuses are
obviously rooted in a struggle to
maintain dominance, and to
further oppress womankind. It is
these kinds of people that woman
must push aside in her struggles for
freedom.
· In conclusion, I would like to see
those particular UN H course titles
formally changed, as soon as
possible, and I would like to know
if anyone else shares my feelings
concerning this matter. Thank you
for your time.
Jillouise Breslauer

Abortion

Red Cross

To the Editor:
"A new focus for America's
Youth" The New Hampshire (9 / 7)
by Tim Hayner was a well-written
and sincere point of view. Mr.
Hayner expressed his views on
abortion and voiced himself as
Pro-Life: I respect his opinion and
anyone who has such a high
respect for human life.

To the Editor:
Monday, September 17th
through Friday September 21st
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. will bring
action into your life as the MU B
doors open to our "Join the Red
Cross Family" blood drive.
We are excited about this first
five day effort because we need
your donations badlv. We are
hoping that Friday -will make
donating more convenient for
some whose schedule prevents
participation before and for some
to be added to our UNH volunteer
staff.
I appeal to you to make this one
of the greatest turnouts! If you do,
we will be well on our way to the
astounding total collection of
80,000 pints at UNH through the
years- And once more you will
prove how much UNH has cared
for those in trouble ..

I'm a Catholic, I state this
because the Catholic Church
opposes abortion, however I
support the view of Pro-Choice.
I'm not the stereotypical prochoice type, but someone that fits
into the crowd like everyone else.
I've never made a decision
personally as to my stand on
abortion. I consider myself prochoice because I believe that every
woman has the right to make her
own decision. The woman that
makes that decision has to deal
with_ the consequences herself.
I have discussed the abortion
issue many times for hours on end.
I always respect the opinions of
those who disagree with me. The
only thing that continually bothers
me is the insistence of people of the
pro-I ife point of view on the
banning of abortion. They want to
force their views about abortion·
upon others. They consider their
moral views to be correct and
everyone should adhere to them.
No views or moral judgements are
better or more moral, everyone is
an individual and that is what
makes an open society like ours
survive. When someone is allowed
to make a decision for another,
then the door for judgements of
moral right and wrong is open. -

i will finish by saying everyone
has the right to their own point of
view without someone making a
moral judgement on it or trying to
restrict it. As I have said before,
everyone should be allowed to
make their own decisions. This was
not written as a generalization of
the Pro-Life people, but rather to
remind people not to make moral
judgements for others.
Neal Barrett

I guarantee you. in return. we
will give you very special tender
loving care and make you glad you
came!
Jarry Stearns
Your Durham Red Cross
Blood Chairwoman

Mub
To the Editor:
The Memorial Union Building
(right in the center of campus!) has
a variety of academic and social
resources for all UNH students.
Stop by the MU B! 1984 has been a
year of renovations and
improvements designed to provide
more up to date and convenient
services for all students.
Did vou know the Cat's Closet is
now in the convenience food
business? Coffee. danishes and
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University Forum
~Intimacy' of Television Changing Political Game
By Joshua Meyrowitz
Many people still hope for .the emergence of an
old-style, dynamic, "great leader," but television is
.making it virtually impossible to find one. The great
leader image depends upon distance, mystery and
careful management of public impressions.
Through television, we see too much of our
politicians, and they are losing control over their
images.
The towns and cities of this country once served
as "backstage" areas of rehearsal for national
political figures. In the pre-electronic days of the
silvc1·-tongucd William Jennings Bryan, for
example, politicians could practice and modify the
way they performed in public. Early mtstakes could
be limited to small forums, minor changes could be
tested with different audiences, and speeches could
be honed to perfection. Politicians could thrill
many different crowds on different days with the
same well-turned phrase.
Today, national politicians often face a single
audience. Wherever they speak, they are
.. overheard" by people everywhere. Major
speeches, therefore, cannot be tested, and because
they are presented only once, they tend to be
relatively coarse and undramatic. Further, because
politicians now confront so many types of people
simultaneously, they cannot speak in specifics. And
any mistake or slip of the tongue is amplified in .
significance because of the millions of people who
have seen and heard it.
Our leaders once had much greater control over
their public images. Reporters were not even
allowed into the White House until the 20th
century, for example, and could not qupte a
president without permission until the mid-1950's.
Few people ever heard Thomas Jefferson's slight
speech impediment: few were aware of Lincoln's
frequent bouts of deprt:ssion. Grover Cleveland
had his cancerous upper jaw removed while he was
in office, yet the facts surrounding his ordeal
remained secret for nearly 25 years. The public
barely realized that Franklin Roosevelt was badly
disabled. Even Eisenhower, the first president to be
watched frequently on television, could linger near
death in a hospital while the public witnessed a
flurry of ·presidential activity" through the news
· releases of his press secretary. But by the time
Lyndon Johnson had his gall bladder removed, he

felt obliged to smile broadly and reveal his scars to
the nation. And in recent years, we have had the
dubious · honor of watching President Carter
collapse while jogging and of seeing President
Reagan nod off during an audience with the Pope.

r-r-ln recent years, we

·haue had the dubious
honor of watching
President Carter collapse while jogging and
of seeing President
Reagan nod off during
an audience with the
Pope."
Most people, including politicians, have to play
many different types of roles each day. We behave
differently with co-workers; with friends, with
children and '"'.ith spouses. The performance of
social roles, then, is in many ways like a drama. The
success of the performance "onstage" depends not
only on keeping the audience from the "backstage,"
where we rehearse and relax, but also upon keeping
people away from performances aimed at another
audience.
Television has steadily eroded the traditional
barriers between politicians' onstage and backstage
behaviors. We see politicians address crowds of
well-wishers, then greet their families ••in private."
We see candidates address many different types of
audiences in many different settings. Television
gives us what might be called a ·•sidestage view": We
watch politicians move from backstage to onstage
to backstage. Of course, politicians try to perform
as best they can in the sidestage arena, but they are
losing the backstage time necessary to play
tradi'tional onstage roles.

Our leaders once had much time to consult with
advisers and prepare public statements. In live,
televised press conferences today, however, even a
five-second pause for thought can destroy a leader's
credibility. Speaking before millions of people, ·
politicians must often begin .a sentence before the
end of the sentence is fully formed in their minds.
And unlike the reports of journalists or other
witnesses, quotes frozen on tape are impossible to
deny. The apparent inarticulateness of all of our
recei:it presidents may be related more to changes in
media than to a decline in their basic abilities.
Television has led us to vote for candidates who
avoid trying to act like traditional great leaders and
have a low-key style that can stand constant media
exposure.
Our first sidestage president was Jimmy Carter,
who abandoned the traditional dramatic style of
most of his predecessors. Low-key Jimmy (not
James Earl) Carter attempted to project an image
that ~ould not be easily undermined by anything the
media could reveal. But the public resented his
··1owering" of the presidency and his lackluster
style.
. Ronald Reagan has come closer to mastering the
s1destage style. He always maintains an even.tempered, "nice-guy" demeanor. Even when
dodging a question, the ··Great Communicator"
often humbly cocks his head, smiles, and waves.
Still, people seem very aware that Ronald Reagan is
performing the role of President, rather than simply
being president. And polls suggest that a
surprisingly large number of people who say they
••personally like" Reagan also disagree strongly
with his policies, doubt his intelligence and
question his control of his administration's
activities. Reagan usually is not embarrassing to
-watch. but he is not an awe-inspiring leader
·
reminiscent of great presidents past.
The current drive toward intimacy .with our
leader, then, involves a fundamental paradox: in
pursuing our desire to be close to our leaders or to
confirm their greatness through increased
exposure, we destroy the distance that enabled
them to appear great in the first place.
Joshua Meyrowitz is an Associate Professor of
Communication at UN H.

Miss America-An ·American Institution
By William Smith
Tomorrow night an American tradition will be
revived when the Miss America competition is held
in Atlantic City. An estimated seventy-five million
people are expected to tune in to see which woman
is deemed the most beautiful by a handful of judges.
Since the beginning of the pageant in 1921,
literally billions of people have witnessed the
annual crowning of Miss America. Indeed, over
one-third of our population watches the
competition on television every year.
In the fifty-eight years that the pageant has been
around, it has grown to become some(hing of an
American institution. As a matter of fact, whether
we realize it or not, Miss America has come to
define our society's view of the perfect woman. Men
often judge women by the standards that are
associated with the pageant while, at the same time,
_women c9mpare themselves to the women who are
featured in the competition.
As a result of this, a negative force has been
created within our culture. Because of the nature of
both the pageant and our society women are being
judged, not on their intellectual capacities or
personalities but instead on the shape of their legs
and the size of their breasts. A new framework has
been developed by which we define the adequacies,
and inadequacies, of women within our culture.
This is partly responsible for the dramatic incre~se
of eating disorders in women. As women try to hve
up to this ideal of a perfe~t woman, ~hey ar~ oft~n
driven to extremes. For mstance, this years Miss
California tried to live for months on just 600

calories a day, far below the level which is
considered healthy. She did this so that she could
compete for the title of Miss America.

Of course the Miss America pageant is not the
cause of this situation. Instead it is the product of
our culture's obsession with how we look, instead of
who we are and what we are and what we have to
offer. It is the perfect expression of America's
values relative to women.
Ifs no accident that we don't have national
contests that judge women on how intelligent they
are. Our society is still overwhelmingly male
oriented and doesn't vant to think of women in
terms that would ekvate them to a status of
equality. Instead women are kept q'n display, like
animals in a circus. If they wear-die right cloth~s
and keep their figures we will keep them, if not we
will find someone else to look at. If you do-n 't look
good. you don't win.
·
Yes, the Miss America pageant is an American
institution. It is, however, one which has outlived
its time. Instead of showing respect for women, the
pageant in effect says that it's O.K. to put wom·e n on
display. The Miss America pageant reflects values
which . are no longer acceptable. It is a dinosaur
who's ·time has come and gone.

William Smith is Co-Editor of the University Forum.
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Arts-& Features
Rockin' Jake and the Tonemasters sing the Blues
By Maureen O'Neil
Pure Blues complete with
Harmonica was the - basis of
Rockin 'Jake and the T onemaster 's show Wed. night at the
Stone Church in Newmarket.
This seacoast band played
hard-hitting 50's Chicago Blues
and the more unusual Texas
Blues forming two energetic
one hour sets. Regardless of the
'-m::i 11

;;rndif"nce ,

the

groups

enthusiasm didn't run out.
Lead vocalist and UNH
Senior Rockin 'Jake played his
harmonica fervently while
walking throughout the
audience.. Dressed in a
characteristic blue beret and
casual pants he was enjoying
his fans.
Standing on a chair amongst
tables, guitarist Jackson-Rae
also caught people's attention
playing his instrument over his
head and behind his back. Rae
wore a typical 50's greased back
hair style with Ray-Ban type
sunglasses.

r:5. C. Canton, also dressed in
50's garb, plays bass. Canton
has played bass since his early
teens and has played for ••Brass
Tacks" for more than five
years.

Rockin' Jake and the Tonemasters performing the Blues. From L to R, Jackson-Rae, Jimmie
Maestro, and Rockin' Jake. (Frank Consentino photo)

Country and city art at UNH
By Consuelo Congreve
Urban Visions, Countryside
Views, the UNH Art
Department's contribution to
the September Elliott Festival
of the Arts, combines city
sordidness with country
peacefulness in side-by-side
exhibits with urban and rural
themes.
The show includes 40 works
from New England galleries

that were curated by Associate
Professor of the Arts Conley
Harris. They "juxtapose the
city against the country,"
according to a UNH news
bulletin.
The pieces are randomly
displayed so that works such as
"Violent Violet Screw "is
placed near •• Back Door."
•• Violent Violet Screw," by Jeff
Hull. is a dvnamic , eometrical-

"Untitled Sculpture" by Dan Devire. Exhibited at the Paul
Creative Arts Center, UNH Art Galler~es. (Robin Steiffphoto_)

On the drums, Jimmi~
Maestro holds a driving beat
that is a basis for the
Tonemasters' style. His
influence comes from old
Freddy King records with
Philip Pau_l on drums and Fred
Below who used to play behind
many of the old Chicago greats.
Formed in April, 1984, the
band
their name from a

1950's amplifyer called
T onemaster.
The group's set included
material by Rosco Gordan,
Little Waite, Slim Harpo, T- . ·
Bone Walker, Freddy King,
Big Walter Horton and others.
Most of the band's material
is rock in' Blues but occasionally they play a mellower Jazzy
Blues like T-Bone Walker. This
song was a relaxing change in

the first set Wednesday night.
~sually t_he slower songs are
reserved for a more laid-back
crowd like at the Firehouse in
Dover, according to Jake.
They've played often there in
the last month and the audience
keeps increasing Jake said. ·
"The Blues audience is enjoying the pure Blues we're
playing," Jake said, ••And those
who don't know the music are
ecstatic about it after hearing
us."
Jackson-Rae is the •mues
Encyclopedia' of the band and
is responsible for bringing
Texas Blues to the band's
materials. One influence is
guitarist Magic Sam Maghett.
He also does most of the
original writing for the
T onemasters. Less than ten
percent of their material is
original, according to Jake.
What there is is good; including
some 'interesting instruments.
This is a band that can feel
the beat of the Blues and let the
audience know it.
They will be playing live on
the WUNH Blues Show
Sunday, Sept. 16. On Sept. 21
and 22 they will appear at the
Firehouse in Dover.

ly shaped painting with wild
colors, ugly bugs, and lonely
city landscapes mixed in a
hodgepodge of color and
swirling lines.
•• Back Door," by Bruce
Monteith, is a box construction
which perfectly mirrors the
back of a country house, from
the peeling paint on the
miniature door to the tiny
floral print on the shade of a
window, illuminat~d by a light
inside the construction. It
captures a down-home mood.
The close proximity of these
two works adds underlying
emphasis to the contrasting
moods, that of a turbulent
metropolis and of a serene
farm.
The best work reflecting the
country motif is •· Sunset from
Bigelow Hill" by Tom Higgins.
This small oil on panel painting
captures a blue/ pink/ yellow
sunset contrasted by scratchy
trees and brush in the
foreground. It is a soothing
painting with well blended
color tones.
Other powerful exhibits
included .. Shadows"by Daniel
Chard and •• Power Lines at
Sunset" by Scott Prior.
••shadows" has a theme of the
patterns cloud shadows make
on fields and hills. Particularly
striking is a detail from a hill
surrounding the farm valley
portrayed. Three pine trees
stand out from the forest, their Bassist D.C. Canton playing at the Stone Church Wednesday
night. (Frank Consentino photo)
ART, page 18
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---------ART--------( continued from page 17)
miniscule feathery branches urban mode is "For Dave
Carroway" by Robert
silhouetted against the sky.
Prior's painting "Power Ferrandini, displayed directly
Lines at Sunset" integrated next to a more subdued
again the city/ country motif country work. A whirling
with a mauve / blue / indigo portrait in strong colors of a
twilight misty meadow with scuffle between two TVs, it
lacy clouds and fine, even looks like a storm at sea or a
beautiful power lines against · tornado.
'' Untitled Sculpture" by F>an
the sunset.
Devine has a crumply,
· One of the more humorous
exhibits was "Berkshire clothlike, rusted metal
Landscape" by Mark Milloff; sculpture set against a heavily
painted sky and black and
an actual stuffed and mounted
white photos of city streets. The
bass with a lake and reflection
heavy and smooth textures of
of the surroundings painted in
bold colors on the fish .
Following the city theme,
"Kiki and Arts" by Morgan
Bulkeley, is an upfront view of
a

"Violent, Violent Screw" by Jef Hull is. part of the new UNH
exhibet titled "Urban Visions/ Countryside Views". (Robin
Stieff photo)
-

Moving

•
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shows the "going's on" in and
around a beauty parlor in the
city. In the upstairs windows of
the building there is a
shockingly funny view of
Vincent van Gogh, painted
with the heavy strokes of van
Gogh's style, looking into the
rpirror, about to lop off his
infamous ear.
A.nother striking piece in the

garbage hags

Much planning, sorting, and
careful packing is involved.
I've moved eight times since
None of which I bother with.
January. That 's almost once a
Instead , I reach for the
month on the average. And, it's
nearest box of garbage bags
disgusting. My life is almost as
unstable as a Boston bag lady's. and make like Santa Claus. Of
Yes, I've become a woman course shopping bags with
handles provide a little color
on the niove. Another week,
another town.
Just this and variety. But if your room
semester at UNH I've gone mate or mother threw them all
from Newmarket to Dover in away on you you have no
choice.
seven days. What's next? Lee?
Epping? At least I'm still in the
. ~l~ Summer I saved bags of
same state.
mfm1te designs and shapes.
I'm seriously wondering why
After each store purchase I
I bother at all. Living out of my
strutted around Boston
car would be just as easy.
scheming how I would use each
Showers could be taken at the
tote. Bag ladies and bag men
Field House. I could store my
eyed me enviously after
pillow and sleeping bag above
examining their worn replicas.
the Coke machine at The New
But I learned to love and
Hampshire. The couch here at
~rust the garbage bag. And not
the paper would be fine for
sleeping. I've already tested it Just any brand will do. After
all, I'm a Senior now and have
many times.
learned a lot.
The whole plan would work
except I just locked my keyes in
. No l~rnger will I accept the
the car.
. tmy, fhmsy white sacks I did
But my spirit hasn't died yet.
when I was a Freshman.
In fact, relocating has become a
Besides, those kind don't come
challenge; a sort of training.
with the fun little twist ties.
Just last Friday my room
However, it's not the
mate and I lugged a box spring
method, it's the madness.
up three flights of a narrow,
Imagine moving out of a
rickety fire escape.
As I
fraternity on a busy Boston
dragged the (blank) up each
street with ten bundles in your
step, digging my fingernails
arms, tripping over a lamp
into wood I watched my fear of
cord, and trailing your laundry.
heights slip by.
It really made me sad the I also watched my life slip by.
summer was over.
On the practicality side I am
At least I was in good
now ready for such vocations
Being a college
as window washing, billboard company.
painting, or cleaning pidgeon block, there were many other
crap off the ledges at Hamilton poor souls dragging trunks and
T. V .s. along the sidewalk,
Smith Hall.
That's just the heavy objects.
moving into their dorms.
I, however, had already
There is a fine art to moving
learned the all-important leson
clothes, make-up, and books.

By Maureen O'Neil

~ity

the different mediums used in
the work are an interesting
contrast.
Urban Visions / Countryside
Views succeeds in contrasting .
viewpoints of city and country .
artists. The works are arranged
randomly, with the country
and city themes following no
set order or thematic
organization. This stresses the
oppos-ing views.
Urban Visions/ Countryside
Views will be at the University
Art Galleries in Paul Creative
Arts until October 24.

of relocating. What won't fit
into ten garbage bags, dump.
Or, have your mother come
pick it up the next week ..
This point of economy was
made clear when, in the
Summer of 1983, I had to drag
my luggage all over England.
The only impractical object I
had was my stuffed dachshund
to alleviate any homesicknes.
Landing in Gatwick airport,
my confidence was still high.
After all, the only people who
had transported my luggage up
·to that point was Arrow
Airways.
Getting from London to
Cambridge University however
was another story.
My
entrance was not as graceful as
the young la.ds in Chariots of

Fire.
My friends and I had to catch
fo_ur connecting trains. This,
mmd you, was all during rush
hour. While the British didn't
ye!l at us to move our bloody
smtcases out of the way they
did grunt their discomfort.
One chap was especially
amused as my suitccase on
wheels kept tipping over. I,
however, wasn't and continued
to mutter to myself what a
nightmare it was.
After all these experiences
I've even found a theme song:
"Pack it · Up" by The
Pretenders.
A couple of
months go by in an apartment
or dorm room and Chrissie
Hynde's lyrics run through my
mmd. "Where's My Suitcase?
What I Can't Carry, Bury.
Pack It All Up. Nothing Goes
in Storage."
Maybe I could start my own
moving company.

George lel1 attt, His Rocldtt' Sl1oes
Sensational new band; review in
Arts and Features Tuesday

Tom Higgens' painting titled "Sunset From Bigelou Hill" as
shown in the UNH Art Gallery. (Robin Stieff photo)

THIS WEEKEND
Friday Saturday
Franklin-Robin Lane and the

Franklin-Video Dance Part)

Chart busters

Stone Church-George Le
Stone Church-Sally and the

and His Rockin' Shoes

Sophisticatz

New

England

Center-Ray

New

England

Jacobs on piano

DeMarco, Piano

The

Firehouse- The Flying

The

Firehouse- The

Cigars

Cigars

MUB Pub- The hones and
Loose Caboose

MUB Pub-Clockwor
Orange
movies
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Altered

State
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said.
Johns explained the money
for the equipment had come
from a grant for the US
Department of Education, and
that they would have to wait to
receive funds to replace the
equipment.
The system was an Apple II
Plus Computer with a video
monitor, disk drive, and
printer. A Micron microfiche
reader/ printer, valued at
$1250, was also destroyed, its
projection screen and rear
reflector smashed in. The
microfiche file box top was
shatt"ered ,_ _
After the system was thrown
into a pile, a bottle of Wisk was
poured over it, "to make sure it
was destroyed," Johns said, "I
_d_o_D 't know w_hy they dicLiL:_
Johns said - the- vandals
apparently broke in through a
side door by prying it open with
a crowbar. She said the locked
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The empty bottle of Wisk
and a baseball bat found
outsiqe the room was taken by
UNH Public Safety as
evide!l~e, Johns said .

Just Arrive4
the
Freestyle

Sergeant Robert Prince, who
is responsible for investigations
at UNH Public Safety, said he
had made some inquiries. He
wouldn't say if they had any
-~us_Q~~~lues. _ _ _

by

Raabok~
I

According to Johns, two
othe1-

office:-,

011

the

"

1{'f(

,f,ll

t..~

,

'

,_i

(many others also available)

I WHY PAY MORE)

:-ie~ond

floor were entered and their
desks <!_llQ_files rifled~

.
D'SRE

She sai°d the only other
things taken were several hand
calculators, a dictionary and a
thesaurus.
Other equipment in the
office was undisturbed.
"Why not do the same (to the
rest of the equipment)?" she
asked.

0

.. \ 0 ~

Broadway
Dover, N.H.

\);S"OE

BARN

M-F

SAT.

SUN. 1 42-1893

9:30-9

9-5:30

Closed

DO
SOMBHING
fflMAKE

YOUR
WIFE

SWEAR.

Get her to promise she'll stick to a
low-fat, low-cholesterol diet that can
help reduce her risk of heart attack.
And contact the American Heart
Association for more information on
healthy habits worth encouraging in
those you love.

WE'RE FIGHTING FOR
YOUR LIFE

American Hear
Association

Get to the answers faster.

With thell-55-II.

What you need to tackle
the higher mathematics of a
science or engineering cur,
riculum are more functions more functions than a simple
slide,rule calculator has.
Enter the Tl,55,11, with
112 powerful functions. You
can work faster and more
accurately with the Tl,55,11,
because it's preprogrammed

to perform complex calcula,
tions - like definite integrals,
linear regression and hyper,
-bolics - at the touch of a
button. And it can also be
programmed to do repetitive
problems without re,entering
the entire formula.
·
Included is the Calculator

the Tl,55,11 even simpler,
and shows you how to use all
the power of the calculator.
Get to the answers faster.
Jis
Let a Tl,55,11
show you how.
~

Decision,Making Sourcebook.

Creating useful products
_ and services for you.

It makes the process of using

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS

I
I
- !

I'

I

It

II
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COMICS

-ENGLAND<continued from page 1)
schools and colleges," he said.Haaland, however, said the
campus would be very different
from Durham.

By JIM DAVIS

GARFIELD

"There is no possibility of
duplicating our university over
there," he said.

ME.E ME.£, ,HERE'5 MORE TMAN
ON( WAYiO SKIN A CAi

Richardson stressed any
plans for a UNH London
campus are tentative. The
camJ?US might be located in
existing academic buildings
and would be available to both
UNH and foreign student~_, __
"There is every reason to
believe a student could go over -there for his entire education,"
Richardson said.

SHOE

By JEFF MACNELLY

rut hn no Houdi11i .

l may 1'e smart,
~

Gi,,~!e=-

By BERKE BREATHED

BLOOM COUNTY
1ifeR€ ARE 1HOS€ f€W S0rtl8€R IN MANN€/<. ... f?€FIN€/J OF
MINP-WHO PK/Pe1Hetr15e(..V€6

IN 1He S€R/OUSN€-5S WITH WHICH
1H€Y CONP(JCf 111€1R UV€5 ,,.

vJfXJP! YAH ! I
'K)_tJJ rM rrMII.
~\E! 600PIBtJf!

... 5USTAIN6V, Of COVRbe, 8Y1H€
OWISIONAt.. ANV Pf(/Vffre /JISPt.AY
Of SEKIOUS, FVl(..-bONZO fJOOflt/6.

3/i ,r:;:JJl}pf
//'
\~

?

~

'11

\\.
//
~~'t,,.~~~\'\;~,~\~i~"'\
- ''''-~

B.C.

I plan on living a long
and healthy Iife, so I
get regular cancer
checkups. You see, the
best time to get a
checkup is before you
have any symptoms.
So take care of
yourself, now. Call--or
write your local unit of
the American Cancer
Society for a free
pamphlet on their new
cancer checkup
guidelines.
Because if you:re like
me, you want to live
long enough to do
it all.

By JOHNNY HART

WOULD YlV %TiL.E FOR' A DATE: ?

~~~--~
a.;e>:.:-:::.:0::::rou,:.:C.:::.lllc...
;::;,;_·
Inc_
.. ,_
.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~---.J G•er

1/Ut-

AMERICAN
CANCER
SOCIETY·
This space contributed as a public service.
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Bicycle Touring
Backpacking
Winter mountainee'ring
Rock climbing
Cross-Country skiing
Canoeing

THE FIRESIDE EXPERIENCE
If you are interested in a vigorous learning experience that will
teach you more about yourself and others, plan on attending
an informational meeting about the above trips.

Informational Meeting Sept. 18th
at 8:00 pm Murkland 110
Trip sign ups Sept. 21 12-2 pm
in the MUB, Late Sign ups DOSO
No Experience Necessary
.
Open to all students, faculty and staff.
Watch for flyers concerning specific
trip dates.

TAU KAPPA
EPSILON
Add To Your College Experienc~
Tau Kapppa Epsilon
... The world's largest Social Fraternity
Ranked #1 for the 21st year in a row.

TKE Offers Many Advantages
...Job Referral Service after College!!
... Scholarship Aids!!
.
... Over 300 chapters to visit in .U.S. & Canada!!

Find out why over 140,000 men, including such notables as Terry
Bradshaw, Merv Griffin, _Conrad Hilton and President Ronald Reagen
have made TKE the winning Tradition.

BECOME PART OF THE TEAffl AT
RES. LIFE
THE OPENINOS:
work crew
Gt•neral Lahort•r!-i - M«n inµ;/ A!-i!-it•mhlinµ; furniture. ln!-itallinµ; !-i<"r<•<•n!-i
and !-ihadt•!-i. Gt•rwral {:arpt•ntr~·

Office Clerks
Gt·rwral Offiee Work · - Fil inµ;. T~·pinµ;. An!-iwt•r phonei... Rt•<·ord

THE SPECS:
Office Clerk

-Sonw St•<·rt•larial Expt•rit·n(·t• Prt•ferrt•d

work crew
Open Rush

From 8-1 () p.m.

Monday Sept. 17, 1984
Wednesday Sept. 19, 1984

-1\1 U!-il he a hie lo do lift inµ;. peform !-ilrt•nuoui.. work. ha,·e !-ionw
knowledµ;t• of hand tool!-i. work indt•pt•ndentl~··

THE PLACE:
COnlBCI:

Enulronmentat sustems

Mikt- Rannorul at 862-12:J:l

(WORK-STUDY REQUIRED)
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UNIVERSITY
JUDICIAL SYSTEM
Disciplinary Actions for Semester II _1983-84
Members of the University Judicial boards-. the Student Senate and the Adm1mstrat1on are concerned
that the campus community become familiar with our judicial process and standards of student condu~t.
The following case summaries are published as an educational service. Names are not released m
compliance with federal law and University Policy. For_ f1;1rther _information _about the judicial system
refer to your Rights and Rules booklet or contact Wilham _K1dg~r_, Associate Dean Qf Students or
Laurie Kroos and David Burr, Judicial Coordinators at Huddleston Hall.

Case Summaries
university Ju<licial Boar<l
DATE: August 26. 1983
DATE: February 7. 1984
ALLEGATION: Hara ssment: Sexual Assault : Two ALLEGATION : Furnishing False Information
or more acts
w ith intent to decei\"C: Creating fire ha111rdsACCUSER: Student
Flammahlcs
PLEA: Disagree (Not Guilt y)
ACCUSER : Hall Direcior
RECOMMENDATION:Suspension (Remainder PLEA: Ag ree (Guilty)
of semester plus two semesters): Verbal apology
RECOMMENDATION: .Jeopardy of Eviction
APPEALED: Original Decision U pheld. Review b) ( R emainder o f Semester plus two semeste rs)
Dean
SANCTION: .kopardy of F.\ ietion ( Remainder of
semester plus two semesters): Sen·ice Project:
DA TE: Ongoing from October
M iscellaneom Meeting, - Counseling and Tesiing.
ALLEGATION: Possession ~of Drugs: Use of Advisors. Hall Director,. ETC.. workshop,
Drug.s: Unauthori1ed Removal of Property
ACCUSER: Student
PLEA: Disagree (Not Guilt})
DATE: hhruary 9. 1984
RECOMMENDATION: Eviction: Suspension AI.I.EGATION: Lewd or Indecent lkha\ior
(Remainder of semester plus one semester)
ACCUSER: Hall Director
Sanction: Suspension (Remainder of
PLEA: Agree (Guilty)
APPEAi.ED: Original Decision Upheld
RE{'OMMENDATION: Restitution (Includes
" Letter of Apolog~ "): .Jeopardy of E, iction
DATE: November 15. 1983
( Remainder of ,eme,ter plus one semester): Sen ice
ALLEGATION: Respect for Others : Fire Project
Alarms , Reports: Specific Regulations: SANCTION: Restitution (Includes " Letter of
Destruction. Damage. Defacement of Property
Apology"): Jeopardy of E,iction ( Remainder of
ACCUSER: Universit y Police
Semester plus one semester): Service Pro_jcct:
PLEA: Disagreed (Not Guilty)
Miscellaneous Meetings - Counseling and Testing.
RECOMMENDATION: Dismissal
Ad,isor,. Hall Directors. ETC.. Workshops
SANCTION: Dismissal
APPEALED: Original Decision Upheld
DATE: February II . 1984
DATE: December 17. 1983
Al.LEGATION: Infraction of other Uni\·ersity
ALLEGATION: Possession of Hazardous Drinking Rules: Infraction of State Laws on
Substances: Destruction. Damage. Defacement of Drinking (Underage) : Guests: Alcohol use
Property: Possession of Drugs
Regulations
ACCUSER: University Police
ACCUSER: Hall Dire~tor
Pl.EA: Agree (Guilty): Disagree(Not Guilty): Agree PLEA: Agree (Guilty): Agree (Guilty) Agree
(Gu ilty)
(Guilt y ): Agree (Guilty) Disagree ( Not Guilty)
RECOMMENDATION: Dismissal
RECOMMENDATION: None
SANCTION: Jeopardy of Suspension (Remainder SANCTION: .Jeopardy of E, iction ( Remainder of
of semester plus three semesters): Eviction
Semester): Sen ice Pro_jcct
DATE: .January 19. 1984
AI.I.EGATION: Failure to comply with .Judicial

DATE: .January 23. 1984
ALI.EGATION: Um1uthori1ed Entry: Destruction.
Damage. Defacement of Property: Objects thrown
from windows
ACCUSER: Hall Director
PLEA: Agree (Ciuilty): Agree (Guilty): Agree
(Guilty)
RECOMMENDATION: Eviction: Jeopardy of
Eviction ( Remainder of Semester): Restitution
( I ncludcs "Letter of Apology")
SAN{'TION: .Jeopardy of Eviction (Remainder of
Semester): Restitution (Includes "Letter ol
Apology")
DATE: February 4. 1984
ALLEGATION: Two or more acts: Unauthori1ed
Removal of Property: Physical As~ault
ACCUSER: Uni,·crsit y Police
PLEA: Disagree (Not Guilty): Agree (Guilty ):
Disagree (Not Guilty)
RECOMMENDATION: Dismissal
SANCTION: Suspension for next academic year
and Summer of 1984. Restitution
DATE: February 6. 1984
ALLEGATION: Respect for Others: Two or more
acts: Encouragement Re4uiring unlawful acts:
Conform to I.aw and Univcrsit) Regulations
ACCUSER: Student
PLEA: Agree (Guilty): Agree (Ciuilty): Disagree
(Not Guilty): Agree (Guilty)
RECOMMENDATION
SANCTION: .Jeopardy of Suspension ( Remainder
or Semester plus one semester): Restitution
(Includes "Letter of Apology")

DATE: March IX. l9X4
Al.I.EGA TION: Possession of Fire\\ orks or
Explos i\l·s: Infraction of other llni,w,it) Drinking
Ruic,: Dc,truction. Damage. Defacement ol
Pro pert): Possession of Drug,: ll nauthori,ed
Remmal of Propcrt,·: ll nauthori,cd F.ntn·
ACCl 'SER: Re,idc,;t Assistant
.
Pl.EA: Disagree ( Not (iuilty): Agree (Gu ilty) Agree
(Guilt)): Agree (Ciuilt) ): Dis.1gree (1'iot Guilty):
Agree (Guilty)
RE<'OMMMENDATION: E,iction
SANCTION: Eviction

DATE: March 23. 1984
Al.LEGATION Encouragement Rc4uiring
Unlawful Acts : Conform to I.aw and l lni,er,it)
Regulation,
ACCTSER: Other Admini,tration Stafl
Pl.EA: Agree (Ciuilty)
RECOMMENDATION: .kopardy of su,pL' nsi.iin
( Rema ind er of Semester plu, one semester)
SANCTION: l>i,ciplinar) l'rohation ( RL·mainder
ol

'L' ll1L'' IL' I"

Su , pL·n,i on

DATE: Fehruar) 25. 1984

Decisions
ALI.EGATION: Unauthori1cd RcmO\al of
ACCUSER: Hall Director
Property: Destruction. Damage. Defacement of
PLEA: Agree (Guilty)
_ , .
Property
RECOMMENDATION: Service I rn_1cct
_
, ACCllSER: Hall Director
SA~CTION: .Jeopa.d) ot Suspension (Remainder Pl.EA: Agree (Guilty)
ot Seme st er)
RECOMMENDATION: E,iction: .leopard) of
Suspension (Remainder of Semester): Barred from
DATE: .January 22. 1984
~pccific area on campu~
AU.EGATION: Acting in Concert: Infraction of
SANCTION: F.v'iction : Alcohol Education
other University Drinking Rules : Leaders
Workshop. Referral: Barred from specific area on
ACCUSER: Resident Assistant
l'ampus.
Pl.EA: Agree (Guilty): Agree (Ciuilty): Disagree
(Not Guilty)
·
RECOMMENDATION Barred from specific area
on campus: .Jeopardy of Suspension (Remainder of DATE: March X. 1984
ALI.EGATION: Destruction. Damage.
. . .
_
_
1Semester)
: SANCTION: Dasc1phnary Probation ( Remainder Ddacement of Property
of Semester):_Barred from specific area on campus. ACCUSER: Resident Assistant
PLEA: Agree (Guilt))
·RECOMMENDATION: E, iction: Restitution
DATE: January 22. 1984
AU.EGATION: Refusing to identify oneself or ( I nl·ludc, "Letter of Apolog) "): Barred from specific
show proper University ldcntitication: Acting in
concert: Infraction of other University Drinking
Rules: Leaders
ACCUSER: Resident Assistant
PLEA: Disagree ( Not Guilty): Agree (Guilty): Agree
(Guilty): Disagree (Not Guilty)
RECOMMENDATION: Barred from specific area
on campus: .Jeopardy of Suspension ( Remainder or
semester)
SANCTION: Disciplinary Probation , Remainder
of semester

DATE: March IX. 1984
ALI.EGA TION: Possession of hrew orks o r
Explosi, e,: I nfract inn of othe r lJ ni,crsity Dr inking
Ruic,: Destruction. Damage. Defacement of
Property: Possession of Drugs: llnauthori t ed
Rem<n,al of Property: llnauthori1ed F.ntr) •
ACCl 'SER: Resident Assistant
Pl.EA: Di,agn:e(Not Guilty): Agrce((iuilty): A)!ree
(Guilt)): Agree (Guilty): Disagree (l\ot Guilty):
Agree (Guilty)
RECOMMENDATION: E,iction
SANCTION: F, iction: Di,_cipl in.1r) Prohation
( Remainder of semester .plus 01:e ,eme,tn)

area on campu~
SANCTION: Rdocation:

Restitution (Includes
"Letter of Apology"): Barred from specific area on
campus.

DATE: March 9. 1984
Al.I .EGA TION: Drunkencss: l.cwd or lndl·ccnt
Behavior: Acting in Concert: Verbal Abuse: Verba l
Assault: Harassment
ACCUSER: Student
Pl.EA: No Contest
RECOMMENDATION: .Jeopardy of Suspension
( Remainder of semester): Barred from specific area
on campus
SANCTION: Restitution (Includes "Letter or
Apology"): .Jeopardy of Suspen,ion ( Remainder of
Scme,tcr)

DATE: March 9. 1984
Al.I.EGA TION: Infraction or State Laws on
Drinking (llndcragc): Possession of Drugs:
lnterferl'nce with llni\'Crsitv or Civil Authorities:
Failure to adhere to specific ·regulations: Disturhing
The Peace: Harassment
ACTl 'SER: Hall Director
Pl.EA: Agree (Guilty):
RECOMMENDATION : Jeopardy of Eviction
( Remainder of Semester)
SANCTION: Jeopard) of suspension (Remainder
of Semester): E, iction

DATE: March IX. 1984
AI.I.EGATION: Possession of Fireworks or
Explosives: Infraction of other llni,ersity Drinking
Rules: Destruction. Damage. Defacement of
Property: Possession of Drugs: Unauthori,ed
Rcmm·al of Property: Unauthori1ed Entry
ACTl lSER: Resident Assistant
PLEA: Disagree ( Not Guilty): Agrcc(Ciuilty): Agree
(Guilty): Agree (Guilt)): Disagree (N<it Guilty):
Agree (Guilty)
RECOMMENDATION: Eviction
SANCTION: E,iction

plu~

Pile

'L' lllL' ,tL· r):

( RemaindLT ol

.kop;1 rd~

'L' lllL'stL·r

plu,

ol

one

' l' llll' ' IL' f )

ll.-\TE: .-\p11I 1.1 . 1% 4
.·\1.1.EG .- \TIO:\: l n au lh ori, ed RL· n1 n,;il ol
P1 ope n~
,\("("l SER : l ni , L·r,i t, l' o liL'L'
l'I.L\: .·\!,!rl'L' ((,uilt~ I
RE< 01\11\IEND .- \ TION: .tc-nrar,h nl 1-1 IL'lion
I RL·ma i nt.h:r ul

\l' lllL'' tl· r

pll1'

llllL' ,1:m L· ,11..-r)

S .- \'l;(TIO:\ : .leopanl\ nl I 1iL·tinn (R e nwindLT ol
,1..· m ...·,11..: r
r111h~1t illll

'l' lllL''ll' 1,1 :

pl u,

l \\

tl

, ....

( R L' lll.lltl<il'I'

llh.' "11..· r, ):
Pl

Rc,1 1tu11011

I )i:--ci pl i 11.1 r~
plu, I\\ ll

'L' llh: , ll'r

( lnl·lud1..·,

··1 ctt er

nl

\pn lo1! ~ ··•
/

l) _.\TI·:: .- \pril llJ . l'JX ➔
.-\1.1.EG .-\TIO:\: I ;1l11J'L'lin!! \\ilh hrc-Salc-t,
I quipmL· nt and
or l na11tlwri1L·d RL·n11l\ ;il :
I >c-,1 rnL·tinn . ll;1111a!,!c' . I kl;1eemL·nt ol l'ropcn,
\("Cl SER: l ni\L·r,il) l'nliL'L' ·
l'I.L\: .- \µrL'L' ((iuilt, I
REC'0:\11\.lE'l;l) _.\TfO'I;: .leopard) ol hil'lion
( R . .·nw indrr ol ,.,_·nh. ·,11..·1 plu, tHh: , .... m ...·,11..·r): ~._...., \ i1..·1..·
1'1,>iL·L'I : RL· , 1i111tio11 ( lnl'ludL·, .. , L'tll'I' ol Apolo!,!) .. ,
S .-\:\CTIO:\: .kopard) ol I, iL·li11n ( RL·111;1in,kr nl
,...-111 ...·,1 ...·r plu , on1..· , .... 111 ...·,tcrl: Sl'.: n i. .·. .• Pro.kc:t :
R,·,11t11t1<1n ( lnL·ludL'' --1 L'ttl'I" nl Apol o g, .. ,

ll .-\ TE: <ktohl'I' I. I lJX .1
.-\1.1.EG ,\TION: KL'!!': Akohol 11,L. RL'!,!lllatinn,
.-\C'(TSER: llall l>irl'L'to1
!'I.E.-\: A!,!rL'L' ((iuilt) I
Rt:C-01\IMEND.-\TION: I L'llLTol ( 'en,url' : SL-r,in·
l'ro_iLTt : O1lwr
S.-\:\CTIO:,,;: I L'lll'I" nl CL'n,urc : OthL·r
DATE: (ktohLT 11. llJX.1
A 1.1.E(; .-\TIO:\: l>L·,t rUL' I inn . ll;1 ma)!L' .
I klal'L' l11cnt nl l'rnpl'l"I) : RL',pLTt tor Oth,-r: OhiL'C1'
thr,l\\n ln1111 \\i11d,n1,
_.\("(TSER : llall l>irL-cto1
l'I.E.-\: A!!rL'L' ((;uilt,)
RECOl\l~ff'l;l) _.\Til'J'I;: .IL·np~rd) nl I , i,·1ion
1RL·maindn ol 'L'l11L',t,·11
S .-\:\C'TIO:-,i: .kopard, nl I, 1L'lirn1 I RL·111;1111tk r ol
, . .·rn1..·,1 . . ·r1

DATE Mardi~ ➔ • ll/lq
AI.I .H;ATION: Rdu,in!! to ldentil) One,L' II or
Sho\\ PropL·r l ' ni,LT,it) ldL·ntilil·ation : \"L·rhal
;\hu,e : RL·,1ic·,·t tor OthL·r,: t\L'lin!,! in ('011L'L'rt
AC(TSER: llall Director
Pl .EA: Di,a!,!l"CL' ( \ot (iuilt, I
RECOMMENDATION: .leopard) ol Su,pl'll,ion
( RL·maindcr ol 'L' mL',tL·r plus I \In ,cmL'stL·r,):
RL·,tit11tin11 ( lndudL'' "l.cttl'I" ol Apolo!,!)"): Alcohol
!'duration Worbhop Rdcrral
SANC'TION: .leopard) ol Su,pcn,io£1 ( lh·maindcr
ol sL'lllL'slcr plu, t\\o ,c111L·, ter,): RL·,1itution
( lndudc, "I .L·llcr nl Apolo!,!)"): Alcohol l:dul'ation
Wnr~,hop Rclnral

l>ATt:: Mardi 25 . ll/84
AI.I .E(;ATION : 1-al,L· l· irL· Alarm, Report, :
lh·,pL'l't tor Othl'I,
AC'(TSER: llall l>irel'tor
Pl.t:A: A!,!l'L'L' ((iuilt) I
REC'OMME1'iDATION: .leopard) ol h ietion
(Rema ill(kr ol 'L'lllL''lL'r pll1' lour ,cme,tcr,):
Alcohol hlueation \\'or~,hop RL'lnral
S.-\NCTION: .leopard) ol Su,pL' l1'ion ( RL·main,kr
o l 'L' lllL''IL'I' plu, 10111 ' L' nll',IL· r,) : /\kolwl hlucation
\\' o r~,hup RL'ILTral

D.-\TE: Marl'h 29.

DATE: Deccmher 17. 19~3
AI.I.E(;ATION: Verhal Ahuse: Vcrhal Ahu, L·
Against Staff: Respect lnr o ther,
A{Tl 'SER: Resident Assistant
PLEA: Agree (Guilty)
RECOMMENDATION : Di,ciplinar) P ro bation
( Remainder of ,cmc,t c r) : .Jeopardy ol E, iction
(Remainder of sl'me,tcr)
SANCTION: R,·,titution (Include, "Letter ol
Apology"): Di,ciplinar) l'rohation ( Remainder of
,cmester): Jeopardy of Relocation ( Remainder ol
,eme,tcr)

l> .-\TE: :\n,cmhLT h. llJS .1
.-\1 .1.E(;.-\TIO:\: lnlraetion nl OthL·r l ' ni,L·r,it)
l>rin~inc Ruk,
.-\C 'CTs'ER: llall l>i1wtor
PI .L\: I >i,a!!rL'L' ( :\ot (iuilt) I
Rt:C-0\11\H:'.\ll .-\TION: .lcnpanl) ol Rclol'ation
tRL·maindLT nl 'L'l11L',tLT plu, lour 'L·me,tL·r-)
S .-\:\CTIO:\: .lcop;ml) 0 1 RdoL·at ion llh·maimkr

OATE: lkccmhl'r 17. 19XJ
ALLEGATION: Possession of Drug,
ACCt :SER: Hall Director
PLEA: Agree ((iuilty)
RECOMMENDATION: .Jeopardy ol Reloc:ation
( Remainder of semester): Work l'rojc:ct, with l'olil·c
SANCTION: .kopardy of Relocation (Remainder
of semester): Work Projects with Police
DAT~: December 17 . 1983
ALLEGATION: Oh_jcct, thrown from wind,rn,
A{Tl'SER: Hall Director
PLEA: Agr-,e (Guilt))
RF.COMMENDATION: Jeopardy of E,iction
( Rema ind er of semester)
SANCTION: .Jeopardy of Eviction ( Remainder of
semester)
DA TE: .lanuiiry 16. 1984
AU .EGATION: Alcohol ll,c Regulation,: Ciuc,t,
ACCl 'SER: Hall Director
PLEA: Agree (Ciuilty): :\o Contest
RECOMMENDATION: .lc•opardy of Relocation
( Remainder of ,emc:,ter): Alcohol Education
Workshop Rcterrnl
SANCTION: .Jeopardy of Relocation I Remainder
of semester): Alcohol Education Workshop Rclcrra I

DA TE: .lanuar)

I 6. 19!<4
ALLEGATION: Alcohol l l,c regulation,: Guests
ACTt:SER: Hall Director
Pl.EA: Agree (Ciuilt) ): !l.o Contest
RECOMMENDATION: .Jeopardy of Relocation
( Remainder of semester): Alcohol Educ:ation
Workshop Referral
SANCTION: Jeopardy of Relocation ( Remainder
of semester): Alcohol Education Workshop Referral
APPEAi.ED: Original Deci,ion Upheld

DATE: February 3. 1984
ALLEGATION: Unauthori1cd

rcmornl

of

Property
ACCUSER: Hall Director
DATE: l'l:O\cmhcr 11. 19!<3
Pl.EA: Agree (Guilty)
Al.LEGATION: Harassment: Fighting: Respect for
RECOMMENDATION: Disciplinary Prohation
Other,
, ( Remainder of semester plus one semester)
A{Tl lSER: Hall Director
. SANCTION: Di,ciplinar) Proh,11ion (Remainder
Pl.EA: Agree (Guilty)
· ·
I
RECOMMENDATION: Restitution (Include, 01 scmc, t cr pus one scmc st cr)
"Letter of Apology")
SANCTION: Restitution

(Include,

"1.cttcr of

DATE: hhruar) 23. 1984
Al.LEGATION: Drunkencss:

llnauthori,cd

Remmal of Property: Destruction. Damage.
Defacement of PropL·rty: Oh_ject, thrown from
wind<l\ls: Specific Health and Safet) Regulations:

DATE: NO\cmhcr 19. 1983
Al.LEGATION Verbal Ahu,c : Verhal Abuse Hara~smi:nt
Against Staff: Respect for othc·r,
PLEA: !\o Contest: Agree (Ciuilt) ): Agree (Guilty):
ACCUSER: Resident Assistant
. Agree ((iuilty): Agree ((iuilty): Agree (Ciuilty)
PLEA: Agree (Guilt))
REC'OMMENDA TION: Jeopardy of Relocation
RF.COMMENDATION: Rc:,titution (Include, ( Remainder of semester)
"Letter of Apology")
SANCTION: Jeopardy of E, iction ( Remainder of
SANCTION: Restitution (Include, "Letter ol semester): Restitution (Include, "Letter ol
Apology''): Disciplim1ry Prohahation ( Remainder Apology")
of semester)

llJX ➔

AC(TSER: RnidL·nt A"i,t;1nt
Pl.EA: A!!rcc ((iuilt,)
RECOMMENOATiON: I >i,mi"al
SANCTION: Re,titutinn I lm·lu,k, ··f L'ttn ol
Apolo!,!)"): .kopard) o l Su,pcn,ion ( RL"111aindLT ol
'l'llll''tl.'r pith morl· than lour 'l'lllL' ' l l' f"')
DATE: April h. llJX ➔
AI.I.EGATION: 1-al,L· l·irl' Alar111, l{L·port,
Pl .EA: A!,!IW ((iuilt) I
RH 'OMMENDATION: .leopard) ol h il'linn
( RL·maimkr ol ,l'me'1l'r plu, one sl'l11L''IL'I"):
RL·,titution (lnl'llldL·, " I L'tll'r ol Apolo!,!) ··1
SANC'TION: .lrnpanl) nl h il'tion I Rl'maindl'r ol
'L'lllL',tc r plu, one ' L'l11L·,ter): Rc,tit11tio11 ( lnl'ludc,
"I ett e r 111 Apolo!,! \" )

DATE: .- \pril 1.1 . 1,,:q
Al.l.EGATION: rn,111thnritL'd RL' l11ll\al ol
l'rnpL'l"I): Al·lin!,! in ( "olll'L'l'l
ACCTSER: l "ni1LT,it) l'olil'L'
Pl.EA: A!!l"L'e ((iuilt) ): A)!l"L'L' ((iuilt, ): :\o Contc,t
IU:CO-MMENDATION : .leopard) nl I ,iL·tinn
( R ...·maindL'r ol ,l.'m1..·,1L·r plw.

Olll' :-,.L'nll' ,tl•r)

S.-\NCTION: .leopard, ol 1-1 iL·tion ( RL·maindLT nl
,L·111ntn plu, 1,10 'L' l11l',ler,1: l> i,L· iplinar)
Prnhation I Rl.'lllilllllkr nl 'L'tlll"\h.:r rlu, (\\U
'L'l11L',tn,): Rntilution I lnl'ludL·, " I ,·ltl'I" ol
Apolo!,!) ··1

DATE: Nmcmher 19. l9XJ
ALLEGATION: Oh_jects thrown from wind,m,:
Crc.ating I-ire Harnrds Flammahlcs
ACCl lSER: Resident Assistant
PLEA: Agree (Guilty)
RECOMMENDATION: Disciplinary Prohation
( Rl·mainder of semester plus one semester)
SAN{'TION: Disciplinar) Prnhation ( Remainder
of ,eme,tcr)
DA TE: December 2. 1983
AI.I.EGATION: Respect for Others
ACCUSER: Resident Assistant
PLEA: No Contest
RECOMMENDATION: Disciplinary Prohation
( Remainder of semester plus one semester)
SANCTION: .leopard) of Eviction ( Remaindl'r of
semester plus one semester): Restitution (Include,
"Letter of Apology " )
DATE: December 10. 1983
ALLEGATION: 1-urni,hing 1-al,c Information
with Intent to Dccei,e: Refusing to Identify Oncsell
or Show Proper llni\'crsity Identification: Verhal
Abuse: Vcrhal Ahusc Against Staff
ACCUSER: Other Administration Staff
PLEA: Agree (Guilty): Agree (Ciuilty): Disagree
( Not Guilty): Disagree ( l'l:ot Guilt))
RECOMMENDATION: Disciplinary Probation
( RemaindL·r of semester plus one semester): SL'n ice
Pro_jcct
SANCTION: Disciplinary Probation ( Remainder
of semester)

AREA I HEARING OFFICER

DATE: .1 ,inuary 27. 1984
AI.I .EGATION: lnfrnl·tion of Other llnivcr,ity
Drinking Rules: Furnishing False Information with
lntcnl to Dccci,c
ACTl lSER: Resident A"i,tant
PLEA: Agrc·e (Ciuilty): Disagree (Not Guilt))
RECOMMENDATION: Di,ciplinar) Prohation
(Remainder of semester)
SANC'T,ION: Disciplinary Prohation ( Remainder
of ,cmcSlcr)
DATE: January '2.7 . 1984
Al.LEGATION: Infraction of Other llni,cr,it y
Drin~ing Ruic,: J--urni,hing 1-alsl· Information with
Intent to Decl'i,c
ACCl 'SER: Resident A"i,tant
Pl.EA: Agree ((iuilty): Disagree· ( 1\ot Guilty)
RECOMMENDATION: lli,ciplinary Prohation
( Remainder of semester plus one ,eme,ter)
SANCTION: Disciplinary Prohation ( Rl'maimkr
of ,emc,ter plu, one , cmcster)

..I

\

I

PAGE TWENTY-THREE

--------University Judicial System~----------( continued from pa·ge 22)
DATE: February I. 1984
ALLEGATION: Stereo Quiet hour,
ACCl ;SER: Resident As,i,tant
PLEA: Agree (Guilty)
RECOMMENDATION: Di,eiplinary Probation
( Remainder or semester plus one semester)
SANCTION: Disciplinary Probation ( Remainder
of semester plus one scmc,tcr)
DATE: February 2. 1984
ALI.EGA TION: Respect for other,: Disturbing The
Peace: Infraction of Other llni\'ersity Drinking
Rules
ACCUSER: Resident Assistant
PLEA: Agree (Guilty)
RECOMMENDATION: None
SANCTION: .leop,~rd} or Relocation ( Remainder
or Semester)
DATE: February II. 1984
ALI.EGA TION: Fireworks
ACCUSER: Hall Director
PLEA: Agr.ce (Guilty)
RECOMMENDATION: Jeopardy of hiction
( Remainder ol ,eme,ter plu, one ,eme,ter)
SANCTION: Jeonard,· or F,iction rRema intlt-r nt
,eme,ter plu, one seme,ter)

,

DATE: h:bruary IX. 1984
Al.I.EGA TION: Common Source or Alcohol:
·1 ampcring. Altering. Forging or Falsifying
llni,cr,ity Record, or Documents
ACCl lSER: Hall Director
Pl.EA: Agree (Guilty)
RECOMMENDATION: Sen ice Project: Jeopardy
of Relocation ( Remainder !>f Semester)
SANCTION: Service Project: Jeopardy of ·
Relocation ( Remainder or Semester)
DATE: February 18. 1984
Al.I.EGA TION: Common Source of Alcohol
ACCUSER: Hall Director
PtEA: Agree (Guilty)
RECOMMENDATION: Ser\'icc l'roject : Jeopardy
of Relocation ( Remainder or Semester)
SANCTION: Ser\'icc Project: Jeopardy of
Relocation ( Remainder of Sen1ester)
DATE: Fcbruar} 18. 1984
Al.LEGATION: Alcohol Use Regulations: Acting
in Concert
ACCt :SER: Hall Director
Pl.EA: Agree (Guilty)
RECOMMENDATION : Disciplinary Probation
( Remainder of Seme,ter): Work with Hall Director
SANCTION: Disciplinary Probation ( Remainder
of Semc,ter): Work \\ilh Hall Director

DATE: December 4 . 1983
Al.LEGATION: Destruction. Damage.
Dct'accmcnt or Propert y
ACTl lSER: Hall Director
Pl.EA: Agree (Guilty)
RECOMMENDATION: Disciplinary Probation
( Remainder or scmc,tcr)
SANCTION: Disciplinary Probation (Remainder
or semester)
DATE: December 16. 1983
Al.LEGATION: Infraction or Other University
Drinking R ulcs: Alcohol Use Regulations
ACCUSER: Hall Director
Pl.EA: Agree (Guilty)
RECO~MENDATION: Disciplinary Probation
( Remainder ol semester plus one semester): Sen ice
Project
SANCTION: Scn·icc Project: Disciplinary
Probation ( Remainder of semester plus one
semester)
DATE: December 16. 1983
Al.LEGATION: Infraction ol Other U ni,·crsity
Drinking R ulcs
ACCUSER: Rc,ident Assistant
PLEA: Agree (Guilty)
RECOMMENDATION: Disciplinary Probation
( Rema ind er or semester): Sen ice Project
SANCTION: Di,ciplinary Probation ( Remainder
of semc,tcr): Sen ice Project
DATE: Ikcembcr 16. 198J
Al.I.EGA TION: Acting in Concert: Alcohol Use
Regulation,
ACCUSER: Resident Assist.int
Pl.EA: Agree (Guilty)
RECOMMENDATION: Disciplinary Probation
( Remainder of semester): Scn·icc Project
SANCTION: Di,ciplinary Probation ( Remainder
or semester plus one semester): M iscellancou,
Meetings-Counseling and Testing. Advisors. Hall
Director,. Etc .. Workshops: Other
DATE: December 16. 1983
AI.I.EGATION: Infraction of Other llni,·crsity
Drinking Rules
ACCl lSER: Resident Assistant
Pl.EA: Agree (Guilty)
RECOMMENDATION: Disciplinary Probation
( Remainder or scmc,tcr): Service Project
SANCTION: Disciplinary Probation ( Remainder
or ,cme,tcr): Scn·ice Project

DATE: December 18. 1983
Al.LEGATION: Physical Assault
ACTl iSER: Hall Director
- Pl.EA: Agree (Guilt))
RECOMMENDATION: Di,ciplinary Probation
DATE: February 18. 1984
( Remainder of sc·mesler)
Al.LEGATION: Alcohol llse Regulation,: Acting
SANCTION: Disciplinary Probation ( Remainder
in Concert
or semester)
A('(TSER: Hall Director
Pl.EA: Agree (Guilty)
RECOMMENDATION: Dbeiplinary Probation
( Remainder of ,emester): Work with Hall Director
SANCTION: Disciplinary Probation ( Remainder
of semester): Work with Hall Director
DATE: February 23. 1984 .
Al.LEGATION: Destruction . Damage.
Defacement of Property: llm1u1hori~ed Remon1I or
Property
ACCl lSER: Hall Director
'Pl,EA: Agree (Guilty)
RECOMMENDATION: Disciplinary Probation
(Remainder or ,cmester plus l\\o ,eme,ter,)
SANCTION: Disciplinary Probation ( Remainder
of semester plus one semester)
DATE: March 2. 1984
Al.I.EGA TION: Disturbing the Peace
ACCUSER: Resident Assistant
Pl.EA: Agree (Guilty)
RECOMMENDATION: Letter ol Warning:
Jeopardy of E\'iction ( Remainder ol ,emcster)
SANCTION: Sen ice Project: Jeopardy of F\iction
( Rcnw ind er of Semester)
DA TE: March 2. 1984
AI.I.EGATION: Disturbing the Peace
ACCl lSER: Re,idcnl Assistant
PLEA: Agree ((iuilty)
RECOMMENDATION: Letter of Warning:
Jeopardy of h iction ( Remainder or ,cme,ter)
SANCTION: Sen ice Project: Jeopardy or F, iction
( Rema ind er of ,emestcr)
DATE: March 24. 1984
Al.LEGATION: Infraction or Other llni,ersity
Drinking Rules: Alcohol llsc Regulations
ACC"llSER: Hall Director
Pl.EA: Agree !Guilty)
RECOMMENDATION: Disciplinary Probation
( Remainder or semester)
SANCTION: Disciplinary Probation ( Remainder
or semester)
DA TE: March 24. 1984
Al.LEGATION: Infraction of Other llni\'ersity
Drinking Rules
ACCUSER: Resident Assistant
PLEA: Agree (Guilty)
RECOMMENDATION: Disciplinary Probation
( Remainder or semester plus one semester)
SANCTION: Disciplinary Probation ( Remainder
of semester plus one semester)
·
DATE: April 27. 1984
ALLEGATION: Infraction of Other University
Drinking Ruic,: Alcohol llsc Regulations: Acting in
Concert
ACCl lSER: Hall Din:ctor
Pl.EA: Agree ((iuilty)
RECOMMENDATION: Disciplinary Probation
( Remainder or semester plu, two semesters)
SANCTION: Disciplinary Probation ( Remainder
or ,c·mestcr plus I wo semc·sters)
DATE: Nmembcr9. 1983
Al.I.EGA TION: Respect For O1hc·1-s: Objects
Thrown From Windows: Furnishing False
Information with Intent To Decei,c
ACTl iSER: Resident Assistant
Pl.EA: Disagrl'e (Not Guilty)
RECOMMENDATION: Sen·ice Project: Jeopardy
or Relocation ( Remainder or semester)
SANCTION: Sen ice Project: Letter of Censure
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DATE: March 8. 1984 Al.LEGATION: Infraction
or Other llni,cr,ity Drinking Rules: Infraction ol
State 1..rn, on Drinking (Underage)
ACCl !SER: Resident Assi,tanl
Pl.EA: Disagree (Not Guilty)
RECOMMENDATION: .Jeopardy or Relocation
( Remainder of semester)
SANCTION: Jeopardy of Relocation (Remainder
of ,cmc,tcr)
DATE: No\'Cmbcr 11. 198J
Al.LEGATION: Infraction of State Laws on
Drinking (Underage): Alcohol llsc Regulations:
[)i,turbing the Peace: Two or more acts
AC(TSER: l/ni,ersity Police
Pl.EA: [)i,agrcc (Nol (iuilty)
RECOMMENDATION: Jeopardy or Su,pension
( Remainder of ,emestcr plu, three semesters)
SANCTION: Di,ciplinary Probation ( Remainder
or semester): Sen ice Project
DATE: Ikccmbcr 9. 198J
Al.LEGATION: Infraction or Other l/ni,ersity
Drinking Rules
ACCUSER: Hall Director
Pl.EA: Agree (Guilty)
RECOMMENDATON: .Jeopardy or Relocation
( Remainder of semester)
SANCTION: Jeopardy or Relocation ( Remainder
or semester)
DA TE: December to. 1983
Al.LEGATION: Infraction or State Laws on
Drinking (Underage): Disturbing the Peace:
Fighting: Physical Assault
ACCUSER: Hall DirectM
Pl.EA: Agree (Guilty)
RECOMMENDATION: Jeopardy of Relocation
( Remainder of semester): Rc,titution ( Include,
"Letter or Apology")
SANCTION: .Jeopardy of Relocation ( Remainder
of ,cmc,tcr): Rc,titution ( Include, "l.ctler ol
Apology")
DATE: No\'Cmber 11. 198.•
Al.I.EGA TION: Infraction ol Othc·r ll ni,er,ity
Drinking Ruic,
AC(TSER: Rc,idcnt Assistant
Pl.EA: Agree (Guilty)
RECOMMENDATION: Di,ciplinar~ Probation
( Rl·mainder of seml·,tcr)
SANCTION: Disciplinary Probation ( Rcmaindn
i,r ,emcster>
DA TE: December 2. 198 .•
AI.I.EGATION: Infraction ol Other l/ni,crsity
Drinking Rules
AC(TSER: Resident Assistant
PLEA: Agree (Guilty)
RECOMMENDATION: Disciplinar~ Probation
( Rcmaind<·r of scm<·,ter): Sen in· Project

AREA III HEARING
OFFICER
DATE:II II l98J
ALLEGATION: Infraction of State I.aw, on
Drinking I l ! ndcrage): Alcohol ll,c Regulations:
Disturbing The Peace: Two or more acts
ACCUSER: University Police
PLEA: Disagree (Not Guilty)
RECOMMENDATION: Jeopardy of Suspension
( Remainder of semester plus three semesters)
SANCTION: Disciplinary Probation ( Remainder
or Semester): Ser,iCl' Project
DATE: 12 14 19XJ
Al.LEGATION: Drinking in Public: Infraction ol
Stale Laws on Drinking ( Underage)
ACCUSER: Hall Director
PLEA: Agree (Guilty)
RECOMMENDATION: Relocation
SANCTION: Relocation
DATE: I 22 1984
AI.Lt.\,A I IUN : Drunkcncss: lnlracl1on ol Stale

Laws on Drinking (Underage¥. Di,turbing the
Pcucc: Guests
ACCUSER: Resident Assistant
Pl.EA: Agree (Guilty)
RECOMMENDATION: Disciplinar) Probation
( Remainder or Semester): Alcohol Education
Workshop Referral
SANCTION: Disciplinary Probation ( Remainder
ofScmcslcrJ: Alcolol Education Workshop Referral
DATE: J 02 1984
Al.LEGATION: Disturbing The Peace
ACCUSER: Hall..Dircctor
Pl,EA: Agree (Guilty)
RECOMMENDATION: None
SANCTION: Restitution (Includes "Letter
Apology")

DA TE: April 26. 1984
Al.I.EGA TION: Infraction or Other Uni,cr,ity
Drinking Rub: Alcohol lhc Regulation,
AC'('t:SER: Resident Assistants
Pl.EA: Agree (Guilty)
REC'OMMENDA TION: Disciplinary Probation
( Rl·maindcr of ,cmcstcr plu, one ,emcstcr,)
SANCTION: Di,ciplinary • Probation ( Remainder
of ,cmcstcr plus one ,cmestcr,)

ASSIST ANT DEAN
ASSOCIATE DEAN
STUDENTS
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DATE: Fall Semester
ALLEGATION: Altering and Fal,ifying
Information; llnauthorited Entry
AC'C't:SER: Faculty
Pl.EA: Agree (Guilty)
RECOMMENDATION : Suspcn,ion
SANCTION: Suspension (4 ,emc,ter,)
Arrr:J\.1.r:D: 011g.1na1 IJ<:CISH>n Upheld
DATE: .January 28. 1984
Al.LEGATION:
Encouragement Rc4uiring
Unlawful Acts: Conrorm to I.aw and lJni,·crs.ity
Regulation,
ACCTSER: Faculty
Pl.EA: Agree (Guilty)
RECOMMENDATION:
SANCTION: Disciplinary Probation ( Remainder
or ,emeslcr plus one semester): .leopard)· of
Su,pension ( Remainder of semester)
DATE: Fcbruar) 2. 1984

of

DATE: J OJ 1984
Al.LEGATION: Refusing to Identify Oneself or
Show Proper University Identification: Furnishing
Fabe Information with Intent to Deceive: Drinking
in Public: Infraction ot State Laws on Drinking
( ll nderagc): Trespassing (Genera I U ni,crsit}
Property): Two or more acts
A(Tl!SER: Resident Assistant
Pl.EA: Agree (Guilty)
RECOMMENDATION: Jeopardy of hiction
( Remainder ol scme,tcr plus two semester,)
SANCTION: Jeopardy or F,·iction ( Remainder ot
semester plu, two scmc,tcr,)
DATE: J 08 1984
Al.LEGATION: Infraction of Other ll ni\'Crsity
Drinking Rules: Infraction ot Stale Laws on
Drinking (Underage)
ACCUSER: Resident Assistant
Pl.EA: Disagree (l\ot Guilt})
RECOMMENDATION: Jeopardy or Relocation
( Remainder of scme,tcr plu, one semester)
SANCTION: Jeopardy of Relocation ( Remainder
of semester plus one semester)
DA TE: March 28. 1984
AI.I.IGA TION: Possession of Weapon, without
permission: llmauthori1cd removal of monc)
ACCUSER: Resident Assistant
Pl.EA: Agree (Guilty)
RECOMMENDATION: .Jeopardy of E,·iction
( Remainder of ,emc,tcr plu, one ,emc,tcr):
Restitution ( Include, "Letter of Apology")
SANCTION: Jeopardy or E,·iction (Remainder or
,cmcslcr plus one semester): Restitution ( Includes
"Letter or Apology")
DA TE: Verbal Abuse: Verbal Assault: Respect for
Other,
Al.LEGATION: Abuse: Verbal Assault: Respect
for Others
ACCUSER: Resident Assistant
Pl.EA: Agrccc (Guilty)
RECOMMENDATION: .Jeopardy of E,iction
(Remainder of ,emcstcr plu, .t\\o ,cme,tere,):
Rc,tutution ( Includes "Letter or Apology
SANCTION: .Jeopardy or E, iction ( Remainder of
,cml' Ster plus two ,emcstercs): Re,tutution
( Includes "Letter or Apology
DATE: March 28. 1984
Al.l,EGATION: Ob_icct, thrown from window,:
Possission of Weapons without permission
ACCl lSER: Hall Director
Pl.EA: Disagree (N•H Guilt))
RECOMMENDATION: .Jeopardy of hiction
( Remainder of semester plus more· than four
,cmc,tcrs): Disciplinary Probation ( Remainder of
semester plus more than four ,cmcstcrs)
SANCTION: .Jeopardy or E, iction ( Remainder ol
semester): Disciplinary Probation ( Remainder of
semester plu, more than two semester,
DATE: March J. 1984
Al.LEGATION: lnrraction or Other llni\'crsity
Drinking Rules: Alcohol Use Regulations
ACCUSER: Rcsidant Assistant
PLEA: Agree (Guilty)
RECOMMENDATION: .Jeopardy of Relocation
( Remainder of semester plus one semester)
SANCTION: Jeopardy of Relocation ( Remainder
or semester plus one semester)
DATE: March 29 1984
Al.LEGATION: Infraction or Other llni,·cr,ity
[)rinking Rules
A(Tt :SER: Resident Assistant
Pl.EA: Agree (Guilty)
RECOMMENDATION: .Jeopardy of Relocation
( Remainder of scmc,tei plu, one scme,tcr)
SANCTION: .Jeopardy of Rclot'ation ( Rl·maindcr
ol sc_m c,tcr plu, one scmc,tcr)
DA TE: March 29. 1984
Al.LEGATION: Objects thnrnn from Window,:
Destruction. D.im.rgc. Dcf.r,cmcnt or property:
Ha rassn1cnt
ACCl !SER: Hall Die!:tor
Pl.EA: Agree (Guilty)
RECOMMENDATION: Disciplinary Probation
( Remainder of semester plus two semesters)
SANCTION: [)is,iplinary Probation (Remainder
of ,cmcstcr plus two semesters)

ALLEGATION: Failure to comply with a Judicial
Decision
ACCUSER: Hall Director
Pl.EA: None
RECOMMENDATION: !\one
SANCTION: l'\onc
DATE: February 9. 1984
Al.LEGATION: Infraction of Other l/ni\'Cr,ity
Drinking Ruic,: Infraction of State I.a\\, on
Drinking (Underage): Di,turbing The Peace:
ACCTSER: Hall Director
Pl.EA: Agree ((iuilty): Agree_ (Guilty): Agree
(Guilty): Disagree ( Not Guilty)
RECOMMENDATION: l'\onc
SANCTION: Work with Hall Director
February 23. 1984
Al.LEGATION: Infraction or State Laws on
Drinking (Underage): Drinking in Publie: Guests
AC'CllSER: Resident As,i,tant
Pl.EA: Agree (Guilty)
RECOMMENDATION: Jeopardy of Relocation
( Remainder of semester plu, one semester)
SANCTION: Letter or Censure
DATE: March 9. 1984
ALLEGATION: Infraction of Other llni,crsity
Drinking rules
ACCUSER: Resident Assistant
PI.EA:Agrec (Guilty)
. RECOMMENDATION: Di,ciplinary Probation
( Remainder of semester plus two semesters)
SANCTION: Disciplinary Probation (Remainder
of semester plu, two semesters)
DATE: March 25. ,1984
Al.LEGATION: Destruction. Damage.
Defacement of Property
ACCUSER: Resident Assistant
Pl.EA: Agree (Guilty)
RECOMMENDATION: Restitution (Includes
"Letter of Apology") Jeopardy of E,iction
( Remainder of semester plu, one semester)
SANCTION: Letter of Censure: Disciplinary
Probation ( Remainder of semester plus one
,cmcstcr): Restitution (Includes "Letter of
apology")
DATE: March 25 . 1984
Al.LEGATION: Destruction. Damage .
Defacement or Property
ACCUSER: Rc,idcnt Assistant
Pl.EA: Agree (Guilty)
RECOMMENDATION: Restitution (Includes
"Letter of Apology")
SANCTION: Restitution (Includes "Letter of
Apology"): Disciplinary Probation ( Remain<jcr of
semester plus one semester)
DATE: March 25. 1984
Al.LEGATION: Destruction. Damage.
Defacement of Proper!)
ACCUSER: Resident Assistant
PLEA: Agree (Guilty)
RECOMMENDATION: Disciplinary Probation
( Remainder of semester plus one scmstcr)
SANCTION: Restitution (Includes "l.clter of
Apology"): Disciplinar) Probation ( Remainder or
scmcstl'r plus one semstcr)
DATE: March 29. 1984
ALLEGATION: Verbal Assault: Sexual
Harassment
ACCUSER: Hall Director
Pl.EA: Disagree (Not Guilty)
RECOMMENDATION: Relocation
SANCTION: Relocation: Restituion ( Includes
"Letter of Apology"): Miscellaneous Meetings Counseling and Testing. Ad,isors Hall Directors.
FTC. Workshops: Jeopardy of biction( Remainder
or semester)
DATE: March .•I. 1984
Al.LEGATION: Infraction or Other Uni\'Crsity
Drinking Rules: Infraction of State Laws on
Drinking (Underage)
ACTllSE.R: Resident Assistant
Pl.EA: Agree (Guilty)
RECOMMENDATION: Disciplinary Probation
( Rcmainer of semester plus two semesters): Alcohol
Education Workshop Referral
SANCTION: Disciplinary Probation ( Rcmaindcr
or semester plus two semesters): Alcohol Education
Workshop Referral

DA TE: March JO 1984
A 1.1.EG A TION : Destruction. Damage.
Defacement or Property
ACCUSER: Hall Director
PtEA: Agree (Guilty)
RECOMMENDATION: Letter of Censure :
Rcstii_ution (Includes "Lcttcrc or Apology")
SAN(1'TION: None
DATE: 4 19 1984
ALI.EGATION: Stereo Quiet Hours: Study Quiet
Hour,: Alcohol Use Regulations: Failure to
Respond: llsc or Drugs
ACCUSER: Resident Assistant
Pl.EA: Agrec(Guilty): Agrce(Guilt) ): Disagrec(Not
Guilty): Disagree( l'fot Guilty): Disagree( Not Guilty)
RECOMMENDATION: None
SANCTION: Disciplinary Probation( Remainder ol
,cmcstcr plus one semester): Jeopardy ot
F,·iction( Remainder of semester plus one semester)
DATE: 4 19 , 1984
Al.LEGATION: Stereo Quiet Hours: Study1Quiet
Hours: Alcohol Use Regulations: Failure lo
Respond: l/sc of Drugs
-AC'C'IJ'-.li:A: ! R. uio idl:nl Al;i.; i u tu.nt

PLEA: Agrec(GuiltyJ
-RECOMMENDATION: None
SANCTION: Disciplinary Probation( Remainder of
semester plu, two semesters): jeopardy of
E,·iction( Remainder of semester plus two semesters)
DATE: 4 19 1984
Al.1.EGATION: Stereo Quiet Hours:
Stud, Wuicl Hours: Alcohol Use Regulations:
Failt;rc to Respond: Use of Drug,
ACCUSER: Resident Assistant
Pl.EA: Agrce(Guilty): Agrce(Guilty ): Disagree( Not
Guilty):Disagrce(Not Guilty): Disagrcc(Not Guilty)
RECOMMENDATIO_N: None
SANCTION: Disciplinary Probation(Remainderof
semester plu, one semester) : Jeopardy of
E\'iction( Remainder of semester plus one semester.
DATE: 4 19 1984
ALI.EGATION: Disturbing The Peace:
lJnauthori1ed Entry; Verbal Assault: Physical
Assault
ACCUSER: Hall Director
Pl.EA: Agrcc(Guilty)
RECOMMENDATION: Di,ciplinary Probation
( Remainder of scme,tcr plus two semester,)
SANCTION: Disciplinary Probation( Remainder ot
semester plus two semesters)
DATE: 4 2J 1984
Al.LEGATION: Unauthori1ed Rcmo,·al of
Propcrt)
ACCUSER: Student
Pl.EA: Agrec(Guilty)
RECOMMENDATION: None
SANCTION: Jeopardy or Suspcnsion(Remaindcr
of semester plus tw<\ semesters)
··
DATE: 4 27 1984
ALLEGATION: Infraction of Other University
Drinking Rules: Infraction or State Laws on
Drinking( Underage): Harassment: Object, thrown
from windows: Guests
ACCUSER: Hall Director
Pl.EA: Disagm:(Not Guilty): Agrec(Guilty):Disagrcc( Not guilty): Agrcc(Guilt} ): Agrcc(Guilty)
R ECOM MEN DA TION: J copa-rdyu of
Suspension( Remainder of semester plus one
scnwstcr): Alcohol Education Workshop Referral
SANCTION: Jeopardy of Suspension plu, one
semester): Alcohol Educati.on Workshow Referral
DATE: 4 27 1984
Al.I.EGA TION: Violating Rules while under
sanction: Infraction of Other University Drinking
Ruic,: Acting in Concert
ACCUSER: Resident Assistant
PLEA: Agret.'(Guilty)
RECOMMENDATION: F,iction: Barred from
specific area on campu,
SANCTION: E,·iction: Barred from specific area on
campus
DATE:4 28 1984
AI.I.EGATION: Alcohol Use Regulations: Guests:
Acting in Concert
ACCUSER: Hall Director
Pl.EA: Agrce(Guilty): Disagrcc(fl.ot Guilty):
Agrce(Guilty) RECOMMENDATION: Letter of
Censure
SANCTION: None
DATE: 4 29 1984
AI.LEGATION: Creating Fire Harnrds
Flammable,: Furnishing False Information with
Intent lo Decei\'C: llnau1hori1cd lJcmoval of
Property: Destruction. Damage. Delacemcnl of
property: Acting in Concerl
ACCUSER: Hall Director
PLEA: Disagrcc(Not Guilty)
RECOMMENDATION: fl.one
SANCTION: None DA TE: 5 I 1984
AI.LEGATION: Verbal Abuse Against Staff:
Harassment: Rc,pect for others
ACTllSER: hall Director
Pl.EA: Agrcl'(Guilty)
RECO_MMENDA TION: Miscellaneous MeetingsCounseling and Testing. Ad,·isors. Hall Directors.
ETC . .Workshops
SANCTION: Disciplinary Probation( Remainder of
,cmestcr plus two semesters): Miscellaneous
Meetings-Counseling and Testing. Ad,·isor,. Hall
Directors. ETC.. Workshops
DATE: 5 7 1984
AI.I.EGATION: Guests: Acting in Concert:
Furnishing False Information with intent 10 Deceive
ACct:SER: Hall Director
Pl.EA: Agrct.'(Guilty): Agrcc'(Guilty): No Contest
RECOMMENDATION: Letter of Censure
SANCTION: Letter or Warning
DATE: 5 7 1984
Al.I.EGA TION: Objects thrown from windows :
Creating Fire Harn~ds- Flammables: Tampering.
Altering . Forging or Falsifying l/ni,ersity Records
or Documents ACCUSER: Hall Director
Pl.EA: Agrcc(Guilty): Agree (Guilty): No Contest
RECOMMENDATION: Disciplinary Probation
( Remainder of semester plus one semester)
SANCTION: Disciplinary Probation(Remaindcror
semester plus one semester
DATE: 5 8 1984
ALLEGATION: Infraction of Other lJni\'crsity
Drinking Rules: Acting in Concert
ACCUSER: Hall Director
PLEA: Agrcc(GuiltyJ
RECOMMENDATION: l.ctlcr or Censure: Barred
from specific area on campus
SAN{'TION: Disciplinary Probation(Remainderof
semester plus one semester)
I
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Attention Sports Fans

--COMPUTER~

If you have not picked up your

( continued from page 3)

STUDENT ATHLETIC TICKET
at the field house ticket office, please
do so as soon as possible.

C

•·

"often times it's a lack of
communication (between
departments)" which ca_uses
this confusion about what was
borrowed or stolen.
No charges will be brought
against the computer specialist,
McBride said.

DURHAM
UNITARIAN UNIVERSALIST
FELLOWSHIP

•

If You:
-believe in ·individual freedom of religious belief and in reason and responsibility.
-believe that .truth . is a growing. not a finished thing
.
-want to be free to wonder.about-even doubt-the existence of God. the effectiveness of prayer.
the value of the Bible·. the possibility of immortality. yet still be religious
· -look not to a perfect heaven. but toward a good earth

Then Unitarian Universalism will be responsive to your needs.

Heart
Answers
~ HYPERTENSION?
~WHATIS

Hypertension is the medical term for
high blood pressure. It occurs when
the/pressure the heart needs to
pump blood is higher than normal.
People who have untreated hyper. tension are more likely to suffer from
heart disease and stroke. High blood
pressure can be detected with regular blood pressure checks. The risk
of heart disease and stroke can be
-reduced with treatment to control
high blood pressure. Contact your locol Ame:, icc1,, Heare Association for
more information.

t

.

-

, _ Amencan Heart
Association

WE'RE FIGHTING FORYOUR LIFE

Join us at any of ~ur upcoming Sunday programs:
-~

•

t

Sept 16--GA '84: Report of UUA Annual Meeting in Columbus,
Ohio by our official delegate, Margaret Tillinghast ·
Sept 23--Nancy Webb, New Ideas for Communicating Love
Sept 30--"Julia Ward Howe" Book Review by Kitty Howe
Oct 7--Worship Service, Rev. Edward Cahill
Oct 14--Love It Like a Fool: Malvina Reynolds film, music,
readings from-.the work of the lateuu ·actfvist for peace
and justice

All talks a_re· at /0:U<!_ at the Fellowship, 20 Madbury Ro_a_d_

•

STUDENT NOW ACC.OUNT
ADVANTAGE 24
.

+
-- A+BANKING
Our Student NOW Account , together with our 24 hour
hour Automated Teller, earn perfect grades when it comes
to banking convenience! Seacoast's Student NOW Account
features a low monthly fee just right for a student's budget
and Advantage 24 fits into any school schedule ... it's
open cµl the time! Get off to a flying start this school
year with Seacoast_'s Student NOW Account.

Contemporary
Hair ~tyling

HAIR WORKS
UNLIMITED
For the Polished Look of the 80's
created by the Polished Professionals
EXETER
155 Front St.
772-2361

HOURS

DURHAM

M-W 9-5:30
Th & Fr 9-6
Sat 9-2

35 Main St.
868-7051

~ Walk-Ins

Welcome

cl OBS!!!
UPWARD BOUND
TUTOR-COUNSELORS
*Work with high school students
*Pick up applications & info at Robinson
House
*7-10 hours per week.
*Work-study preferred.
Great Job Opportunity!!

Friday Sept. 14

CLOCKWORK ORANGE
b\e
AND
po" re ALTERED STATES
featu

Seacoast
Savings Bank
Dover and Durham, New Hampshire
749-2150 868-1022
Member of F.D.I.C.

Saturday Sept. _15

THE ITONES AND
LOOSE CABOOSE
Doors open at 8:00 PM
Positive ID and student ID required

In the MUB for a movie?
It's almost SINFUL not to visit

CLASSIFIED
-H-elpw_anted_][ll]
Position Available: Student Alcohol
Educators wanted for Peer education
program. Training, leadership, practical
experience, and small stipend provided .
Contact Steve Dieleman, Health Services
862-3823.
CHILD CARD.Several positions now open
in area private homes. Experience and
dependability necessary. Also Accepting
registrations for housecleaning and home
health care employment. Please call
Help-At-Home Placement Service, 74596252.
.
EDUCATIONAL TALENT SEARCH, a
program helping disadvantaged students
with college plans, has an academic year
WORK-STUDY position _open. Varied
responsibilities include telephoning
colleges and students, letter writing and
udtd encry. ,;,4.00/ hour. Contact Carolyn
Julian at 862-1562 or apply at Robinson
House, Rosemary Lane.
Marketing Experience: lnternxhip
position in Marketing and communications available in Health Services,
Practical Experience learning
opportunity, and possible credit. Contact
Steve Dieleman, 862-3823.
WORK / STUDY ELIGIBLE? The Library
needs Junior to correct reference
exercises, Sophomore for branch library,
many other positions starting at
$3.55/hr. See Mrs. Martling, Loan Dept.,
Dimond Library Or call 2-1534.
PART TIME WORK AVAILABLE WITH
LOCAL BUSINESS. WORK INCLUDES
DELIVERIES, STOCKING INVENTORY,
COUNTER HELP, ETC. 868-1161.
MEN AND WOMEN ENCOURAGED TO
APPLY. Workstudy eligible childcare
worders needed at Little People's Center
in Durham Must enjoy working with kids
and want to be part of a socially
concerned staff group, $4/hr. 868-5412.
MALE QUADRAPLEGIC SEEKING
ASSISTANCE WITH PERSONAL CARE
NEEDS. WILL TRAIN. WORK IN A
PRIVATE HOME IN SOMERSWORTH.
HOURS ARE FLEXIBLE. $5.00/hr. 6924764.
EDUCATIONAL TALENT SEARCH, a
program helping disadvantaged students
with college plans, has an acade mic year
WORK- STUDY position open. Varied
responsibili,ties include telephoniAg
colleges and students, letter writing and
data entry. $4.00/hour. Contact Carolyn
Julian at 862-1562 or apply at Robinson
House, Rosemary Lane.
Disabled Individual
in search of personal care attendant
$5.00/HR Prefer prior experience in
working with the disabled.
Call Greg at 772-3803 . Evenings.
Disabled Individual
in search of personal care attendant
$5.00/HR Prefer prior experience in
working with the disabled
Call Greg at 772-3803. Evenings.
MALE OUADRAPLEGIC SEEKING
ASSISTANCE WITH PERSONAL CARE
NEEDS. WILL TRAIN. WORK IN A
PRIVATE HOME IN SOMERSWORTH.
HOURS ARE FLEXIBLE. $5.00/hr. 6924764.
Patient Advocate: Applications are being
accepted for a student advocate at the
Health Services. Education and
consultation experiences provided.
Contact Steve Dieleman, He alth S e rvices,
862-3823.
Disabled Individual
In search of personal care attendant for
mornings six days a week. $5.00/HR
Prefer prior experience in working with
the disalbed. Call Greg at 772-3803.
Evenings.
MEN AND WOMEN ENCOURAGED TO
APPLY. WORKSTUDY ELIGIBLE
CHILDCARE · WORKERS NEEDED AT
LITTLE PEOPLE'S CENTER IN DURHAM.
MUST ENJOY WORKING WITH KIDS
AND WANT TO BE PART OF A SOCIALLY
CONCERNED STAFF GROUP, $4/hr.
868-5412.
part time work available with local
business. Work includes deliveries,
stocking inventory, counter help, etc .
868-1161

DISABLED INDIVIDUAL IN SEARCH OF
PERSONAL CARE ATTENDANT FOR
MORNINGS SIX DAYS A WEEK.
$5 .00/ hr. PREFER PRIOR EXPERIENCE
IN WORKING WITH THE DISABLED.
CALL GREG AT 772-3803. evenings
PART TIME WORK AVAILABLE WITH
LOCAL BUSINESS. WORK INCLUDES
DELIVERIES, STOCKING INVENTORY,
COUNTER HELP, ETC. 868-1161.
BREAKDANCING experience n t
necessary but workstudy eligibilit,
- ,y
Flexible hours, $4.00-5 00/ hr, f
environment. Non-Profit agency.
SECRETARIES: answering ph-.ines,
typing, other clerical duties , 10-20
hrs. / week.
RESEARCH ASSISTANTS: collect / compile data on court activities, other
projects, ·10-20hrs/ week.
EDITOR: work on monthly newsletter,
brochures, flyers, 10-20 hrs./week.
GRAPHIC ARTIST design / layout for
newsletter, brochures,· flyers, 5-10
hrs ./week.
CALL NOW! LEE SPENCER 659-5743 or
1-800-NH DWI PC.

~---------!Kl

__Misc_1or_~_1e_'__,,]

&

Grateful Dead tickets for sale. Call Joe at
659-3968 on Tuesdays or Thursdays.
hctwccn 7 and 9 p.m.
1976 Honda Civic CVCC Wagon
Recent Inspection - Good Tires
Runs Good Asking $595.00 or 8.0.
Call After 6:00 p._m. 942-7096
1976 Capri II - 2800 cc VG - Hatchback
factory sunroof - AM-FM stereo highway
miles. many new parts. Excellent mechanical
condition. hody good. Reliable
transportation. Must sell . $750 or best offer.
431-2824
1976 Datsun wagon. Old Faithful. Doors
rusty. hut still . purrs . High milagc - many
more miles likely. $600 or b .o. Call 926-3617
after 6 p.m.
'81 Mustang. T-RooL Alpine AM-FM
cassette 40.000 miles. $5.000 or best oiler.
Contact Doreen 868-5409 or Pctcr(207) 8541271

Honda Motorcycle CB 400 F "400 Four"
I.ow milage - like new - Excellent Condition
(new tires. new battery). asking $800 . Call
659-2S96
Sofa and love scat. Green. sturdy. in good
condition. Take both for $60 or best offer.
( 207) 384-5309
londa 400 cc Hawk. good cond . fairing.
is. $800 or h.o .. 862-2088. 742-1816.
Couch for sale. Excellent condition.
·o ntcmporary 7ft.. 3 cushions. heigc with
·irk brown and rust tatersall design fabric.
lily$ I S0.00. Call Linda 862-1931 days. 742526 evenings .
Honda Motorcycle CB 400 F "4{)0 Four"
Low milagc - like new - Excellent Condition
(new tires. new battery). asking $800. Call
6S9-2596
78 Honda 400 CT H:-iwk !!n,v1 rn nd fu;rne .
extras. $800 or b.o .. 862-2088. 742-1816.
FOR SALE SORM SIZE REI-RIDGE
c;;cat Condition $60 Chris Rm. S 2-1598 8689725.
Stereo - Centrex Pioneer AM / FM with
cassette. 12-inch. 3-way Bass Reflex
Speakers. Dolhy. 22 watts per channel. Ver)
nice. $275.00 Call Val 2-1802 or 742-7232
Honda Motorcvclc CB 400 F "400 Four"
I.ow milagc - like new - Excellent Condition
(new tires. new battery). asking $800. Call
659-2S96
JVC I.-A3 I Semi-automatic turntable. with
Ortofon cartridge. $8S . .IVC speakers: 12"
woofer. 6" mid-range. 2-3" tweeters. $175
pair. or hcst offer. Neila 868-9806
WATER BED for sale. including heater and
control. liner. all wood frame. and mattress .
6 month warrcnty call Joe during the day at
682-1122 or at night at 742-7208
STEREO - Centrex Pioneer AM / FM with
Cassette. 12-inch. 3-way Bass Rclcc
Speakers. Dolby. 22 watts per channel. Very
Nice. $275.00 Cal Val 2-1802 or 742-7232
Honda Motorcycle CB 400 F "400 Four"
I.ow milage - like new - Excellent Condition
(new tires. new hattcry). asking $800. Call
6S9-2596

Honda Motorcycle CB 400 F "400 Four"
I.ow milagc - like new - Excelicnt Condition
(new tires. new battery). asking $800. Call
659-2596 evenings

Persona~~
WATER BED for sale. including heater and
control. liner. all wood frame and mattress.
Growth warrcnty call Joe during the day at
682-1122 or at night at 742-7208.
1969 Dodge Power Wagon. I 1 2 ton 4 wheel
drive with plow . 6 cylinder. 3 speed. Very
good conditin and great work truck. $1400 or
best offer. (207) 384-5309

........................................
1980 Suzuki 450 G.S .. low milagc. excellent
condition. N.H. Inspection. $750 or best
offer. Bruce 862-3478. 2-3478.
Honda Motorcycle CB 400 F "400 Four"
I.ow milagc - like new - Excellent Condition
( new tires. new battery). asking $800. Call
659-2596
1978 Ford Fiesta. High MPG. good engine
107.000 miles. $800 call Jell 742-053S.
Honda Moto-rcvcle CB 400 F "400 Four"
I.ow milagc-lik~ new - Excellent Condition
(new tires. new hattcry). asking $800. Call
659-2596 evenings.
Stereo - Centrex Pioneer AM / FM with
cassette. 12-inch. 3-way Bass Reflex
Speakers. Dolh~. 22 watts per channel. Very
Nice. $275.00 Call Val 2-1802 or 742-7232
Radial Snow Tires 165 X 13 Good
Condition. Plenty of Rubhcr $25 pair. Call
Val 862-1802 or 742-7232
1976 Honda Civic CVCC Wagon Recent
Inspection - Goodtires runns good asking
$595.00 or h.o. call after 6:00 pm 942-7096

WANTED: Seriously interested people to
model for art classes. Nude ($4.35 / hr.) or
portrait ($3.35 / hr.): need not be work / study:
no experience necessary: call Victoria in the
Art department. 2-2190.
RUSHING this semester'' Acacia Fraternity
is looking for interested . hardworking.
dedicated men . Come find out what a
fraternity is all about. OPEN RUSH
Monday. Sept. 17 and Wednesday. Sept . 19.
8:00 to 10:00 pm. Refreshments will be
served.
Hey Herman (what is your real name'!)
It's Jenn the flag girl. from Manchester good
old Werster St. When do you want to get
together for• a drink'' 868-2997 my real
number.
Hey Bucko Dude ... are you still totally
stoked'! Opening any minds R .A. guru'! If it
starts to get you down. just kick back.
mellow out...do it California-style and you'll
bo bitohon'. Ledin«

~

SM: Row. Row. Row your boat. .. Not very
profound. but it works. -D
Hey Dude-ette: How are you doing'' We
thought we'd do IT Friday but we're gonna
have to wait until Monday: Bummer!! We're
still gonna have a great semester. Love you
kiddo - The Dude
IS FRATERNITY LIFE FOR YOU'!
Acacia Fraternity announces OPEN..RUSH
for all interested undergraduate men . Come
find out what Acacia has to offer besides
parties. see the house. meet the brothers.
Monday. Sept. 17 and Wednesday Sept. 19.
8-10 p.m.

BOOZ CRUZ HAS BEEN CHANGED TO
THE 27th 1! 1! Please don't show up at the
docks on the 18th. If you've already bought
tickets. don't worry. they will be honored on
the 27th. TICKETS ON SALE AT JODI'S.
$12.50 235 days to gradu:,tion is worth
celebrating.

NO QUESTIONS ASKED!! Return my red
and grey denim jacket to T.P. where you
stoic it last Saturday (9 / 8) or I will give the
police your description and let them deal
with you.

Attention! Anyone interested in playing a
sport that combines the fitness of soccer and
the ruggedness of football is destined to be a
rugby player. If you are interested in playing
rugby for the Dover Rugby Football Club.
call Mark at 868-9723. or 2-1296!

Men do you know the best looking lady on
campus'? Have her call us we need models.
No experience required . For more info. call
749-1849.
.

Suzi Q.M. - You're too cool - hang in there
with life. it's full of little hills. but once you
get to the top of them it's beautiful. I should
listen to my own advice. Thanx for being a
'real' friend ... You're check is in the mail.
Love you. Donna

JAC - queen of my heart. thanks for a great
time last Saturday. Compliment what she
does. send her roses just because .... when you
say you love somebody. you've got to let
them know about it.. .. CDA

Publishing workshop organizational
meeting is next Wednesday, Sept. 19 in
The Philip Hall Room - PCAC from 4-6 pm.
This student organization publishes
Commen1ary,the UNH journal of
Communications studies and other relevant
topics. The workshop is open to all UN H
undergraduates. We arc looking for student
editors and contributors. Meets once a week
from mid-Sept. to May.

Come to the MUB PUB this weekend MUSO presents ... Friday. Sept. 14 Movie
Night " Altered ~tates " and "A Clockwork
Orange" Saturday. Sept. 15 REGGAE JAM
with "Loose Caboose" and "the I-tones"
students: $4.SO public: $7 .00 Sunday. Sept.
16th. MOTOWN NIGHT only 50<.

Thinking of a modeling career'! Herc's your
chance for a big start. Advertising
production needs female models no
experience necessary. For more info. call
749-1849.

Kathleen, Are you out there? Meet me in
the MUB PUB at 10 am Monday or call 21602. How's the army? -Donna

Hey Simmons College! How are you all
doing? Take care of my buddy Sue Sports
Editor, or I'll take care of you! Hav a great
year with your paper. Hope it's
successful, Love, Sue Sports Editor's
friend , Donna TNHEA

8002 CRUZ HAS BEEN CHANGED TO
THE 27th!!'! Please don 't show up at the
docks on the 18th. If you've already bought
tickets. don't worry. they will be honored on
the 27th. TICKETS ON SALE AT JODI'S.
$12.50 235 days to graduation is worth
celebrating.

THE TASK CENTER is still located at
Stoke--Room 35D. Come see us for a brushup on study ski_lls! 8-4:30 daily--2-3698

Got the cover girl look'? Advertising
production needs models. No experience
necessary. For more info. call 749-1849.

Yo Muffer, Lizard-woman, Lynnard
Mugga, Halls, Celeste, Chiquita, Mia,
Pishy, Lush and Stilts - year two has
begun and its time to party it up in Stanton
House! Let's ALL make this one as great
as the last! I love you all! -Sandra

TIN PALACE Saturday9 / 8 - I saw you take
my grey and red denim jacket!! Couldn't stop
you. If it is not returned within two days back
to T.P .. I'll notify the police. and let them
take care of it.

The Communication Association's
organizational meeting is Tuesday Sept. 18.
12:30 PCAC Rm. 212. This is open to all
UNH undergraduates . This year we plan to
hav guest speakers from different
communications fields. conferences.
student / faculty get-togethers. fundraisers.
and much more. come join us.

Andy Y"What's love got to do with it? What's love
but a second hand emotion?" Jane

To all the men of Lord:
We want to know who had the tanned
buns and WHY THEY were tanned? From
the women of McLaughlin. Thanks for the
show!

Come to the MUB PUB this weekend
MUSO presents Friday Sept. 14 Movie
Night "Altered States" and "A Clockwork
Orangc"Saturday. Sept. 15 REGGAE JAM
with "Loose Ca boosc .. and 'The 1-T ones"
students: $4.50 Public: $7.00 Sunday. Sept.
16th. MOTOWN NIGHT only SOir

IS FRATERNITY LIFE FOR YOU'? Find
out about Acacia's acedcmic. athletic. social
and campus involvement. OPEN RUSM
Monday Sept. 17 and Wednesday Sept. 19.
8-10 pm. Refreshments will be served. Take a
study break and check it out.
BEAUTIFUL WOMEN - we need you.
Advertising Production needs model. No
experience necessary. For more info. call
749-1849.
.- ....................... ... : ....... - .
The Communication Association's
Organization meeting is Tuesday Sept. 18.
12:30 PCAC 2l2. This is open to al UNH
undergraduates. This year we plan to hav
guest speakers from different communications fields. conferences. student / faculty gettogcthers. fundraisers. and much more.
Come join us.

8002 CRUZ HAS BEEN CHANGED TO
THE 27th!!!! Please don't show up at the
docks on the 18th. If you've already bought
tickets. don't worry. they will be honored on
the 27th. TICKETS ON SALE AT JODI'S.
$12.50 235 days to graduation is worth
celebrating.

Come to the MUB PUB weekend MUSO
presents Friday. Sept. 14 Movie Night
.. Altered States" and" A Clockwork Orange"
Saturday Sept. 15 REGGAE JAM with
"Loose Caboose" and "The I-Tones"
students $4.50 public: $7 .00 Sunday. Sept.
16th. MOTOWN NIGHT only 50¢
Soft Hank. Wh)' haven't you called me'! I
miss you so much!!! I haven't seen you since
that romantic night in the front seat of you
skyhawk. oh what a feeling!
Candy C. I sec your roomie all the time. but
you are no where to be found. Why don't you
come out of hiding so we can do something!
Rush E. - Don't worry your security deposit
at Grate Street wasn't spent unwisely. Had a
great time without you. See ya. the Grape
Apes.
-

~i;-~~:!

Ti~~d ~'r°th~-~-~~ -~ld.ii~l:!·1~·sh~·ti;e"d'
In limbo over where you stand'? Come to the
first meeting of the GAFU Club. 15
Schoolhouse Lane. Continual classes daily.

8002 CRUZ HAS BEEN CHANGED TO
THE 27th!!!! Please don't show up at the
docks on the 18th. If you've already bought
tickets. don't worry. they will be honored on
the 27th. TICKETS ON SALE AT JODI'S.
$12.50 235 days to graduation is worth
celebrating.
Men do you know the best looking lady on
campus'! Have her call us we need models.
No experience required. For more info. call
749-1849.
Come to the MUB PUB weekend MUSO
presents Friday, Sept. 14 Movie Night
"Altered States" and "A Clockwork Orange"
Saturday Sept. 15 REGGAE JAM with
"Loose Caboose" and "The I-Tones"
students $4.50 public: $7.00 Sunday. Sept.
16th. MOTOWN NIGHT only 50¢

at

)oitt

Tl1e Bloot, Drive

f amil11 Tree

Sept. 11-21
Mottba\j-friba\1
10-3

at tl1c MVD
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OPEN AUDITION~

0t. ThomacS More
Catholic cBtudent Center -~At the UnivercSity of New
ffampcShire
I?})

6 Madbury Road •P.O.Box LL •Durham,
Hampshire 03824 •603-862-1310

I

ANNIVERSARY
(continued from page 2)
largest officially recognized
student activity on campus,
and presently claims a
membership of 800 students
and 300 alumni.

Good-looking attractive males
1 8 yrs. to 25 yrs.
for
Hosts, waiters and bartenders.
High class energy Chippendale-type show.
Part Broadway, Cabaret, Burlesque entertainment

New

' MASS SCHEDULES

0UNDAY
0EPT. 16th

Weekend Student Masses
Sundays 5:00 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
(Parish Masses: 5:00 p.m. Saturday - 9:00 & 11 :00
a.m. Sunday)

Read The
New Hampshire

1 p.m.-6p.m.

Daily Mass
· · 12: 10 noon in Student Center Chapel
9.30 µ.1r1. Wednesday evenings

,r1a1,777

Free Student Suppers Begin
September 28 after the 5:00 p.m. Mass

The Catholic Student Center is Opened to all
Persons Daily
9:15 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.
Study Lounge, TV Lounges, Gym and Chaplains
Offices

!

-

SOUTH WILLOW STREET
MANCHESTER
NEXT TO BRADLEES

CALL: 1-603-627-7773

-

FEATURE
SPOQT0
LETTER0
.FOQUM
Introducing The Fastest
Way To Get Cash On Campus.
Indian Head 24.
Now you can do
your banking right
. on campus-any
~ time you want*-at
·: '.j the Indian Head 24
i~ ATM located in the
UNH Memorial
Union Building.

No More Waiting
For Money.
With Indian Head 24,
you can have instant access to
your money without leaving campus.
You can also make deposits, balance
inquiries and transfer money from
one account to another.

Bank Anywhere.
Indian Head 24 is a member of
the POCKETBANKT.. network so
you can use your Indian Head Card

in any POCKETBANK ATM
throughout the state-24 hours a
day, seven days a week. And if you
already have a POCKETBANK card .
issued from another bank, you can
still use the Indian Head 24 ATM on
the UNH campus to make balance
inquiries and cash withdrawals.

Pass The Crash Course On Cash.
To apply for the Indian Head 24
Card, all you have to do is open
either a checking, NOW or state-ment savings account at any Indian
Head branch. It's that easy.
*Available only during Memorial Union
Building hours.

~

INDIAN HEAD BANK

Growing easier for you.
Member FDIC.

UNH!!!

,,
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Women's tennis team upendsUVM Catamounts 5-4
By Steve Langevin
The. veteran players showed
the way as the UNH women's
tennis team pulled through
with a gutsy 5-4 victory over a
strong University of Vermont
_team Wednesday afternoon.
"We scratched and clawed
our way to the win," scJ.id UNH
head coach Russ McCurdy. "It
was my most satisfying win as a
coach,"headded, 'Tm not used
to my team going in as the ·
underdog, which we were."
Last year's number one
doubles duo of Chris Stanton
and Dianna Fischer pulled the
match out of the fire for the
Wildcats with a 6-l win in the
third set of their match against
UVM's Robin Cooley and
Dawn Fagenson: They had
split the first two sets, bJJt
Stanton and Fischer broke
UVM's serves allthree times in
the final set to grab the win.
"Chris and Dianna really
battled back after losing the
· first set," said Mccurdy. "They
really got on a roll."

Lisel Banker(above) teamed with freshman Jennifer Radden for a critical doubles win in the
Wildcat~ 5-4 victory over UVM Wednesday.(Brook Tart photo)

Pushirig himself to the limit
By Bob Arsenault
Running 75 miles a week .
may seem a little absurd to the
average pe.rson. If you told that
same person that ten of those
miles would be spent doing
speedwork on a track and
sprinting up hills up to a halfmile in length, he or she would
probably become incredulous
that any person would submit
himself to that kind of abuse.
Yet that is precisely the
workload John Neff and the
entire men's cross-country
team face every week. Neff is
the team's captain and the only
· four year participant on the
team. He is not the fastest or
the most outspoken on the
team but he is their captain
beq1.use he sets a good example
for his teammates and they
respect him.
••John did eleven miles a day
this summer around a forty
hour work week," Coach Jim
Boulanger said. "Most of that
was at night when there were
definitely other places to be and
things to do." His desire to
work and his -dedication have
paid off too. "Right now John
is one of our top five runners
·

1

good win. We had alot more
corners and the mid-field
defenders played · an excellent
game."
Follow the 'Cats' winning
streak as they host PurdtJ,e at
l :00 p.m. on Saturday. This
fast paced style of field hockey
should not be missed so go
down and join the excitement
as UNH battles its way into the
NCAA .tournament.

In singles action the Wildcats
got the big wins from the
veterans, while the newer
players gained some valuable
experience. UNH's number
two singles player Anne G.
Sherer showed the move up
from playing number fiv~ last
year had little effect on her as
she breezed to a 6-3, 6-1 win.
Other singles winners were
Sharon Gibson at the number
one position and Wendy Crowe
at the fourth spot.
••1t was really important for
Sharon (Gibson) to win at the
number one spot because she is
the captain," said McCurdy.

Freshman Judi Mijal and
Kathie Mullen lost close
matches at the third and fifth
positions respectively~ while
Linda Quain lost at the sixth
spot.
The Wildcats travel to take
on Bowdoin Saturday. Last
yeat UNH handled Bowdoin
pretty easily, but according to
McCurdy his team can't afford
to take anyone lightly this year,
so you can be sure he'll have his
squad ready to go.

and he has gotten better each _ my training at 75 miles a week
year both mentally and until the end of the year."
phy~ically."
·
Behind his perpetual grin
Neff has a particularly strong and the goodwill to his
emphasis when it comes to teammates, Neff is not the
practice. "Last year Scott and person you would want to race
Brian Rhodes and Brad against. "I like the competition.
LaPrise convinced me to train I love to pass peopie and
harder and they were right," he hammer it out on the course
says. "Now that I'm the captain with the other guys." No one is
I try to push everyone else unbeatable and John Neff will
along." With months of make everyone in front of him
training going into every race, work to earn their spots.
it's very important that all the
training be profitable.
"I won't be content with my
running until I have reached
Cross-country for Neff is not my limits," said Neff. "Coach
the solitary, individualized Boulanger has had a lot to do
sport that many think it to be, with getting me where I am," he
his goals for the year apply added.
primarily to the team. "I'd like
Scott Rhodes, a teammate
to see all the training pay off for
everyone. As long as you run an? fri~nd of Neff's, probably
your best, the place you get paid him the greatest tribute
doesn't matter. My personal when he said "John's one of the
goals are to break 25:00 for five ni_cest guy~. I've met here or ever ' Cross-country captain John N_eff warming up before a
miles this season and maintain will meet.
p:_r~a_c_ti_c-e._:(_B_o=
·~-A-~s_~~n-a~u=~t_p:..._h_o_t_o...:...)_ _ _ _ _ _ _~ - - - ~ -

•
Polar Bears
Hooters ice

--F.HOCKEY(continued from page 28)

"Another veteran, Lise!
Banker, teamed with freshman
Jennifer Radden to capture the
number two doubles spot for
the 'Cats, while the combo of
Debbie Liebson and Susan

·Fleming lost a close 6-4, 7-5
,decision: in the other doubles
match.

By J. Barry Mothes
By successfully converting
two corner kicks, both in the
overtime period, the 1984 UNH
men's soccer team opened its
season with a 4-2 win over
Bowdoin College, in Brunswick; Me, W_e d n es day
afternoon.
The game winner came just
over six minutes into the
overtime when last season's
leading scorer Peter Spiegel
nodded a corner from Adrian
Pfisterer past the Bowdoin
keeper to the near post.
Eight minutes later Pfisterer
secured the win by completing
another corner, this one off the
foot of sophomore Seth
Worcester.
It was thanks to some
outstanding offensive play

from freshman Darren Corini
that the Wildcats were able to
force the extra time. After
Bowdoin went ahead at the
nine minute mark, UNH
answered 26 seconds later wh~n
Corini put a 24-yard chip into
the right hand corner of the net.
The Polar Bears closed the
scoring in the first half with a
goal four minutes later.
The only goal in the second
half, and a very important one
for UNH, came again off the
foot of Corini. Corini pulled off
a brilliant shot by bending a
corner past the Bowdoin
goalkeeper, to equalize. No
further scoring set up the extra
session where the Wildcats
scored twice.
Second year coach · Ted
Garber was obviously pleased

•
Ill

•
overt1m,e

with the good start, although
he stressed - the need for
improvements before Sunday
afternoon's game versus a
strong Boston College team.
"We definitely can play
better," offered Garber,
"although there were plenty of
good things that happened in
the Bowdoin Game. We're
going to have to be tighter at
the back positions if we hope to
beat B.C. Considering that
there were a few new people out
there Wednesday, typical
problems like communication
arose. But these things can
certainly be corrected by
Sunday, which should be a
great game."
For anyone who has
followed UNH soccer over the
past few seasons it is a pleasant

surprise to see that this team
scored four goals in a season ·
opener. On Wednesday Garber
rotated 5-6 people, the
combinations producing
obvious offensive results.
Looking to Sunday it is hoped
that the scoring touch will
continue, and that for a change
the backs will be asked to
improve. Goalkeeper Adam
Chidekel made four saves in the
-win and will start on Sunday
afternoon.
Sunday afternoon's game
versus BosJon College is the
first of four Sunday "matinees"
which hopefully will attract
students as well as the local
community. Kick-off behind
the Field House is 2:00.
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Sports
N etmen sweep doubles, edge ~p~_I 5-.4
By Steve Langevin
Superior doubles play and a
strong contribution from the
newcomer to their top six,
Mike McMahon, carried the
Wildcat men's tennis squad to a
major upset over an always
powerful University of Rhode
Island team 5-4 Tuesday
afternoon.
"Beating a team of URI's
quality is great for the kids,"
said UNH head coach Bob
Berry. "They have partial
scholarships to give out at URI,
while we have none."
In handing URI its first loss
to a New England State
University in five years the
Wildcats had to sweep the
doubles matches after winning
only two out of the_ six singles
matches.
"f told the Rhode Island
coach that we were going to
sweep the doubles and we did,"
commented Berry. ••He told me
that they were going to win the
number two doubles match-up,
but they didn't," added Berry.
The reason the URI coach
had been so confident at
winning the second doubles
· was that he had placed his top
__two players in that slot to take

on UNH's fourth and fifth
players, Christian Seibert and
Dave Palumbo. But Seibert
and Paiumbo turned the tables
on that strategy with an
impressive 6-4, 6-2 win.
UN H's top two players Steve
Noble and Shaun Hassett had
already breezed past Vin
Palumbo and Kurt Craig 6-4,
6-4 in the number one doubles
match, so it was up to Dave
Hall and McMahon to finish
the sweep, and they did with a
straight set 6-1, 7-5 victory over
Jeff Brandes and Mike Perry.
Hassett and McMahon had ,
kept the Wildcats' hopes alive
with singles victories, Hassett
defeating Terry Harrington 64, 6-3 and McMahon
overcoming Brandes 6-2, 6-7
(7-5), 6-1.
"I had a gut feeling about
having Mike (McMahon) in
there," said Berry, "I'm glad he
came through."
The loss avenges a 6-3 loss in
the opener last year to UR I and
shows the potential that this
UN H squad possesses. The
Wildcats return to action today
when they travel to take on
Bentley in what should be
another close match.
-
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Dave Palumbo smashing a backhander. He teamed with Christian Seibert for one of the doubles
wins that carried_UNH past URI Tuesday 5-4.(Frank Consentino ph~to)

Stickwomen whitewash Maine

By Jennifer Briggs
Although the Maine Black
Bears came out pumped up for
This week's guest is Andy Mooradian, Head of Men's Athletics . .pre-game warm-ups on

Tuesday, the UNH Fieid second half with Mary Rogers
Hockey Wildcats calmed them and Mary-Ellen Cullinane
down quick I y with a using dodges and quick feet to
convincing 4-0 win.
bring up the ball on the wing.
The 'Cats started their attack
Maine never seemed to get
early in the first half by putting the ball within the 25 yard line
constant pressure on Maine's without being stopped by the
goal. The game was fast, incredible defense of Marois
furious, and packed with action and Sandy Vander-Heyden.
and excitement.
Because of their strong defense,
Senior co-captain Barb freshman goalie Jane Flanagan
Marois kept the crowd alive was forced to make only three
with incredible interceptions, saves for her first college shutdodges and passes. Marois was out.
always perfectly positioned for
Marois finished off an
the steal, and with her superior excellent game by scoring the
ball handling skills, she carried final two UNH goals. Marois
it all the way up the field.
blasted a shot from the edge of
From the start, the game was the 16 yard circle off a pass
dominated entirely by UNH. from Patty Heap. Eight
The 'Cats opened up the game minutes later, she scored an
with swift passes and constant unassisted goal off a corner
teamwork. The combination of play by making a quick dodge
Pauline Collins and Lori and a blistering shot.
' Mercier brought early results
The -Cats probably would
for UNH. Their quick passing have scored more goals if it
set up many scoring wasn't for the performance of
opportunities throughqut the Tina Ouellette, Maine's
game. Halfway through the sop ho m 0 re net minder.
first period, Collins received a Oullette registered 28 saves in
pass from Jill Sickels and fired the contest.
a ripping drive from the right
Coach Didio affirmed,
side of the circle to give the 'Their goalie did a nice job, she
Wildcats a 1-0 advantage.
_ didn't give us any opportunities
The •cats jumped to a 2-0 ,to score on a rebound . That
I lead
in the second half as means the goals we scored must
freshman Peggy Hilinsky have been very good. I was
connected off a pass from worried the girls would get
Pauline Collins with one frustrated by her but they
minute and fifty five seconds didn't."
gone in the period. UNH
Overall D idio felt, "It was a
UNH's Barb Marois(left) readies to unleash a shot on goal. She scored two goals against Maine
continued to dominate the F.HOCKEY, page 27
Tuesday .(Frank Consentino photo)
·
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